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L. Introduction 

Recent research on the determinants of child mortality indicates 

that the education of the mother is strongly and positively correlated 

with child survival rates. This pattern is observed in analyses of both 

roaggregate and individual data from many countries and is evidently 

bust to the introduction of a variety of exogenous control variables. 

An important unresolved question ~oncerns the identification of the principal 

mechanisms by which education affects child survival probabilities. 

One hypothesis explored in this paper is that education provides people 

with skills in acquiring and decoding new information and thus effective

ly lowers the costs of using more beneficial health and contraception 

technologies. Since one primary function of health and family planning 

programs is to disseminate information, general education and health 

family planning programs may substitute for each other in the improven,entor 

of health or in the reduction of family size. 

To investigate the roles of education in the determination of child 

health requires the study of the interrelationships among individual 

and community characteristics as they jointly influence child mortality 

and fertility. An important by-product of such an analysis is the identifi

cation of those households who benefit most from public policies that 

disseminate information on health and family planning technologies. The 

investigation of the roles of education in healthcan thus also shed 
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light on the interaction between the average cost-effectiveness of public programs 

aimed at reducing mortality and fertility and the distribution of the 

benefits of these programs across social and economic classes. 

To assess the interactions between the impacts of education, the pro

grams, and the health environment in which a household resides on child 

health and fertility, we use a data set which combines household-level 

restropective information on fertility, child mortality and schooling 

of mothers, obtained from the 1973 Colombian Census, and municipality

level data on the availability of medical services, on family planning 

activities, transportational infrastructure, and on climate. Our empiri

cal findings, based on separate urban and rural samples for mothers in 

5-year age-groups, confirm the importance of formal schooling for given 

levels of programs in augmenting child survival in both rural and urban 

areas of Colombia. Moreover, child mortality and fertility are most 

affected by health program interventions in urban families with less educated 

mothers. This evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that schooling 

enhances abilities in adopting more effective health technologies, 

and suggests further that government expenditures on health and 

family planning programs have been of greater value for the urban poor 

than the urban rich (educated). -we find no fertility· and child mortality 

effects of program interventions on rural populations, however, evidently 

because of the urban concentration of health and family planning facilities. 
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2. A Conceptual Framework for Policy Evaluation 

To obtain information on the roles of education and public programs 

in the determination of child survival and fertility, it is useful 

to have an explicit model of the behavior of the family, where decisions 

which affect these outcomes are made. It is unsatisfactory for a·program 

evaluation methodology to measure only the output of public services 

or to consider only the input of public resources used in the production 

of that service. In the former case, one does not know what effect the 

public service has on the behavior that the policy ultimately seeks to 

change. Nor is it possible to determine which segments of society accrue 

the final benefits of goverQJJ1ent expenditures and whose behavior, there

fore, changes. In the latter case of measuring only the public sector 

use of inputs, there is no opportunity to discriminate among more and 

less productive policy undertakings, as for example, whether the scale 

of activity or the mix of inputs affects the cost-effectiveness of public 

sector activities. A more satisfactory framework for evaluating policy 

integrates analysis of the family's utility maximizing behavior and the 

public sector's mix of expenditures on subsidies and services. 

2.1 Outlines of a Model 

A woman is assumed to derive satisfaction from having children (C), 

in seeing that they survive, (H), and other forms of consumption goods (G): 

(1) Us U(C, H, G). 
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The relationship between child survival and the levels of consumption, 

G, specific health inputs, Z, and fertility, C is described by a produc

tion function: 

(2) H • H(C, G, Z, µ) 

i•C,G,Z,µ, 

whereµ is "endowment" health, that component of child health due to either 

genetic or environmental conditions which cannot be influenced by the mother's 

behavior, but which are partially known to her and which affect the 

productivity of the behavioral inputs. The associations between the 

inputs in (2) and health may also be affected by the mother's education 

or age, as discussed below. 

There also exists a relationship between cumulative fertility, contraception, 

P, mother's age, A, and the survival of previous births, H, that is also descriLed 

by a production function: 

(3) C • C(P, A, H, ~), 

where vis "endowment" fecundity, that component of reproductive capacity 

due either to genetic or to environmental conditions which are partially 

known but not subject to choice. 

The woman maximizes (1), given (2) and (3), subject to the budget 

constraint: 

where P and PG and Pp are the prices of health inputs, general consump
2 

tion level, and contraception,respectively, and I is income. 
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The general household model suggests five distinct roles for mother's educa

tion in affecting child health and fertility. (1) Education may jointly 

affect the productivity or effectiveness of the health or other inputs 

used in the production of child health, as hypothesized in Grossman 

(1972). Thus, more educated mothers may obtain more benefits from a 

given use of health services, Z; their higher "productivity" would also 

affect their demand for health services because their resources are 

effectively increased and health inputs are more valuable. (2) Educa-

tion may also affect perceptions about the best allocation of the inputs 

in the production of health. In this case, more educated mothers would 

have healthier children because they have (can obtain more efficiently) 

better information on the optimal allocation of health resources. More-

over, such mothers would be particularly advantaged where information 

on "best" input allocations is scarce or costly to acquire. (3) Education 

may also increase total family resources.Even where women tend not-to work 

in the market, more educated women may have greater resources because, due 

to assortative mating, they marry wealthier men. Such women might then 

invest more resources in the production of ch~ld health and thus 

would be observed to have healthier children. (4) More educated women may 

assign a high value to their own time, particularly, but not only, if 

they work in the market and receive a higher wage rate. If mother'·s time is an 

essential "input" in the production of child health, education could be nega

tively related to both fertility and the health of children. (5) Education may 

affect preferences for child health and family size, given total resources, 

prices and technology. 

Pervasive evidence suggests that mother's education is associated with her child 

mortality, even when holding income constant (Cochrane et al., 1981; Schultz, 1980). 

To ascertain if education plays important roles in health production, it is desirable 

to obtain estimates of the actual production technology as in (2). Such estimates 
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would require, however, that all behavioral inputs be observed for each 

child--breastfeeding, other nutrient intakes, use of medical services, 

etc.--and, in the presence of population heterogeneity in health endowments, 
1 

information on prices of all inputs would also be needed to avoid bias~ Few, if 

any, data sets provide this detailed information on all inputs and input prices. 

In the absence of production function estimates, can anything be learned 

about the non-income roles of schooling? 

Before attempting to answer this final question, it is necessary 

to consider how governmental interventions enter the model. Derived 

from the maximization of the utilit·y function (1) subject to the produc-

tion functions (2) and (3) and the budget constraint (4) are demand equa

tions for the three health and fertility inputs Z, G and P, and, thus for child 

survival and family size in terms of the exogenous variables--prices, 

1rf we could vary by fiat the use of contraception and child health 
inputs, P and Z, we might observe their marginal product on C and H, 
respectively. But such controlled experiments are not feasible, and 
the association observed in reality between input demands and outcomes 
in a heterogeneous population will be a biased indicator of the mar-
ginal products of inputs. An example_ may illustrate the bias due to popula
tion heterogeneity. Women who concluded they were unusually fecund (v) are, 
consequently, unusually motivated to seek out modern contraceptive techniques, 
other things being equal. The direct association across women who did and 
did not avail themselves of modern contraception and their cumulative fer
tility would, in this case, understate the efficacy (marginal product, Cp) 
of the modern contraceptive techniques. Similarly, mothers who are most 
likely to seek out medical care, Z, for their children may know something 
about their child's health endowment,µ, which can effect the observed 
marginal product of Z on Hand explain their unusual input demand behavior. 
It 1s not possible, therefore, to infer from self-selected inputs and 
outputs alone the marginal product of the inputs and hence the effective
ness of public policies that disseminate or subsidize the use of these 
inputs. See also Rosenzweig and Schultz, forthcoming. 
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income, education (E), age and the endowments: 

Public programs play two distinct roles in affecting health and health 

behavior through the demanu equations (5) through (9): (A) Such programs 

may reduce the prices of the health inputs, through direct subsidization, 

or indirectly by increasing access. In the latter case, making services 

or inputs more readily available, i.e., by placing services in a remote 

area, reduces the time or travel costs to use the service. (B) Public 

programs may provide information on how to produce health more efficient-

ly. This might include information on new inputs or on efficient practices 

with conventional inputs--when to breastfeed,how to st~rilize baby formula, 

etc.-:--which·yield greater survival rates for given total expenditures. 

This second role of programs is thus similar to that hypothesized for 

education, since both education and programs reduce the costs of acquiring 

information relevant to the production of health and the control of fertility. 

lThr~e goods enter the utility function, C, Hand G, that are produced 
by three inputs: Z, G, P. These inputs are demanded by the woman 
according to her preferences and her understanding of the health and fer
tility production processes, H(.) and C(.), and her endowmentsµ and v. 
Finally, the exogenous factors whose variability should influence both 
the input demands and production of C, H, and G are the woman's education, her 
age, and the prices of market and publicly subsiuized goods and services, 

P Z , P G , and Pp. 
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The behavioral model suggests that programs which reduce the costs 

of health inputs will lead to greater investments in health and thus 

greater survival rates; sti.milarly, reductions in contraceptive costs 

will lead to greater fertility control and to lower birth rates. The 

model cannot predict how reductions in the cost of fertility control 

will influence child health, nor how changes in the prices of the health 

inputs will influence fertility. Such "cross" effects are unlikely 

to be zero, however. An implication of the household framework is that 

any program which affects the cost of goods consumed, whether directly 

useful to the production of health or not, may influence the 

demand for health inputs and thus indirectly affect health or survival. 

Dissemination of information on health technologies will also tend 

to increase health or survival, although the effect on the demand for 

any specific health input or on fertility is unclear. An important 

additional implication of the model, however, is that the effects of 

program interventions will differ by maternal education, depen<ling 

upon the relative importance of the (five) rolesof education in affect-

ing health and on the predominance of either the user subsidy or the information ef

fects of the programs. Table l outlines these possibilities, to the 

extent suggested by the model. The second row, column A, indicates that if the in

formational roles of both public health or family planning programs and 

maternal education are predominant, such programs are likely to have a 

greater effect on child health in families with less educated women 
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Table l 

Who Benefits Most from Health Program Interventions, 

According to the Roles of the Programs and Mother's Education 

Roles of Health or Family Planning Programs: 
Role of Education A. Information B. Subsidy to "Modern" 

Provision Input Use 

1. Increase Productivity of 
Health Inputs Unknown Unknown 

2. Reduce Costs of Information 
on Technology Less Educated More Educated 

3. Increase Family Income Unknown More Educated 

4. Increase Price of Time 
of Mothers Unknown Less Educated 

5. Affect Preferences for 
Health or Family Size Unknown Unknown 
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compared to families in which the mother has a higher level of schooling. 

This difference reflects the fact that the availability of information 

is only of value to households who have not already acquired the informa-

tion, i.e., to those who face higher costs of information acquisition. If programs 

mainly lower the user cost of modern health inputs (column B), however, higher 

educated families, who are already more aware of the "benefits" of such inputs, 

will be the ones benefitting most, given the informational role of education. 

With respect to the four other educational roles, it cannot be estab

lished.!. priori who will benefit most from the public provision of technolo

gical information relating to the production of health or children (A) as 

the effects will depend on the type of information generated and on 

unknown differential income effects by education. For example, if the infor

mation suggests that visits to clinics are beneficial to health, mothers 

with higher opportunity costs of time (the more educated) are less likely 

to take advantage of this knowledge and thus will benefit less from this 

information than will (less educated) mothers with low time values •. However, 

information could be provided which allowed mothers to conserve on time 

in producing health; the benefits would.then accrue disproportionately to 

mothers with high time values. 

Somewhat more can be said abou~ the beneficiaries, by education, of input 

subsidies to users (B) if maternal education either increases family income 

or the cost of mother's time. In the former case, if the demand for 

health increases with income (row 3), an inputs ~sidy will increase 

the real income of the more educated more than 
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that of the real income of the less educated. Health is then likely to 

increase more in families with higher educated mothers. If the major effect 

of education is to increase the value of time (row 4), however, and if sub

sidies are targeted to health services requiring travel or substantial 

waiting time by m.'.>thers,the less educated will tend to be the major bene

ficiaries of such a program. 

Table l makes clear that estimates of the effects of education and 

public health programs on child health or on fertility are likely to be 

mispecified if the interactions between education and the health"infra

structure" are ignored. Moreover, while estimates of such interactions, 

in the absence of information on the characteristics of the health produc

tion function, cannot conclusively pin down the most important roles of educa

tion or of the health programs in augmenting health or influencing 

fertility, they can eliminate some possibilities. For example, if it 

is found that the ~ffects of health programs on child survival are greater 

in families with less educated mothe_rs, the joint hypotheses that the programs 

reduce input costs and that more educated mothers are more able and willing 

to take advantage of such subsidized health services (B.2) could be rejected. 

3. The Colombian Setting: The Health Care System and Available Data 

The total fertility rate in Colombia declined from about 7.0 in 

1960-64 to the vicinity of 4.5 at the time of the 1973 Census. The de

cline was relatively steeper in urban areas, yet the reductions in total 

fertility rates were of similar absolute magnitudes in urban and rural 

areas-about one birth each. The improvements in Colombian life expectancy 
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have also been large by conventional standards, increasing from Lopez's 

estimate of 46 years for males in 1951-64 to 58 or more by 1973 (Potter 

and Ordodez, 1976). Infant mortality is harder to estimate, but it has 

probably declined in this period from substantially in excess of a hundred 

per thousand births to about 65, based on 1973 Census figures. No one has, 

to our knowledge, decomposed the change in Colombian mortality into that 

which is due to income changes, education advances, and a host of public 

health related activities. A Working Committee (CCRP, 197 9) aas offered 

the estimate that 40 percent of the fertility decline is associated with 

subsidized provision of family planning services. Such an estimate would 

be difficult to sustain, however, unless better information could be ob

tained on regional activity levels of the program in the critical years 

before 1973. Even with vastly impreved data on regional public expenditure 

patterns, the impact of the program might still be swamped by internal 

migration to the cities and overall educational advancements. 

The public health care system in Colombia can be divided into two 

parts. The first is the national health system funded by the Ministry 

of Health from central government resources, national lotteries and contri

butions of departments and municipalities. The health ministry supports 

hospitals and health centers within~atient facilities (with beds), health 

centers and clinics without:1>atient functions (without beds), and puesto 

de salud, generally remote health outposts without a permanently assigned 

doctor. 

The second part of the public health care system is linked to the 

provision of social security benefits and administers hospitals and health 
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centers for particular groups of public sector employees. Specific arrange

ments with ICSS, CAJANAL and CAPRECOM provide, for funding by the federal 

ministry of health, supplemented by contributions of employees and employ-

ers (about a third of funds). This social security component of the 

system serves primarily members of the upper and middle classes living in 

urban areas. 

Table 1 shows the magnitude of the public subsidies to these institutions and 

·their location by region in 1974: large city (Bogoti, Cali, Medellin and 

Barranquilla), intermediate sized city, small towns, and rural areas. 

In most countries, health facilities are not often located 

in the rural areas, perhaps because of low population density and economies 

of scale. The subsidy to health institutions in rural loc~tions 

of Colombia is less than a seventh as large per rural household as the national 

average; urban locations correspondingly receive one and a half times the 

national average health care subsidy per household (row 4, Tablet). As 
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Table 2 

Regional Distribution of Public Subsidies to Health Institutions 

in Colombia by Households in 1974 

Location of Institution/Household 
Funding and Administrative Large Cities Intermediate Small Towns Urban Total 

Agency (500,000 or Cities (30,000 (1500-30,000) 
more) to 500,000) 

(millions of pesos) 
Hospitals 283.5 339~4 381.7 1004.6 

Health Centers with beds 5.3 5.3 

Clinics without beds 106.5 54.5 49.5 210.4 

Health Posts 1.2 7.3 34.5 43.0 

Social Security 

ICSS 500.0 192.5 74.5 767.0 

Cajas 112.6 11.5 6.4 130.5 

1. Total Subsidy by Institution's 
Location (millions of pesos) 1003. 7 605.2 55.19 2160.8 

2. Percentage Subsidi by Institu-
tion's Location 44.1 26.6 24.2 

3. Percentage Households 28.9 17.5 15.5 61.9 

4. Subsidy per Household by 
Institution Location Rela-
tive to National Average 1.53 1.52 1.56 1.53 

5. Total Subsidy Consumed by 
Households by Their Location 
(millions of pesos ) 1002. 7 465.l 292.5 1760.3 

6. Percent of Subsidy by 
Consumer Location 44.1 20.4 12.9 77.3 

7. Subsidy per Household by' 
Consumer Location Relative to 
National Average 1.53 1.17 .83 1.25 

Source: Derived from Selowsky (1979), Tables 1,1, 4.2, 4.9 and SA-20. 

Rural (less 
than 1500) 

13.8 

3.2 

19.1 

57.5 

2.7 

19.0 

115.3 

5.1 

38.l 

.13 

515.8 

22.7 

.60 

Total 

1018.4 

8.5 

238.3 

100.5 

767.7 

149.5 

2276.l 

100.0 

100.0 

1.00 

2276.1 

100.0 

1.00 
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would be expected, rural residents seek medical care from the facilities 

located in urban areas, and it has been estimated by Selowsky (1979) 

from a 1974 household survey that about half of the public medical ser

vices provided in small towns, and half of the in-patient care delivered 

in intermediate sized cities are consumed by members of rural households. 

Hence, the final consumption of publicly subsidized services is less 

unevenly distributed across the population than the location of facilities 

would imply, with rural households consuming 60% of the national average, 

small town residents 83%, intermediate city residents 117% and large 

city residents 153% ~f the national average level of health care subsi

dies (row 7, Table 2). 

It is more difficult to obtain good estimates of the public cost of 

supporting the health care institutions and the staff 

that operate these facilities. Mandatory tours of service in the public 

sector for young doctors add an additional distortion (subsidy) in the pricing of 

medical services. Selowsky's estimates for 1974 are that the annual sub-

sidy to operate an out-patient health center is about 340,000 pesos, 

whereas the annual cost per available bed in a hospital is about 46,000 

pesos. If the rural health posts are priced according to their use of 

lstaff doctors and auxiliaries, each costs about 64,000 pesos, per year. 

Stated in another way, the cost of the existing supply of hospital beds 

appears to require a 90 pesos (1974) subsidy per capita, whereas the 

clinic-health center out-patient facilities cost 12 pesos (1974) per 

1See Selowsky, Tables SA-21 and SA-22. The figures from Table l above 
suggest that the s~cial security and hospital public subsidies were 1,938 
million pesos, which allocated across about 42,000 beds implies an average 
cost per bed of 46,097 pesos. The estimate of 1974 beds is based on a 2.5% 
growth rate in the number of beds in the health registry from 1976 to 1977, 
extrapolated backward to 1974. See supporting data in appendix Tables A-1 -
and A-2. 
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capita, and by 1977 the cost of family planning expenditures stood at 

4.7 pesos (1977) per capita. 

Since the late 1960s, private and public programs subsidized the spread 

and use of family planning services and contraceptives, but there are no consolidated 

figures on expenditures of these programs by region before 1977. Beginning 

about 1965, with the introduction of oral contraceptives and the IUD, a 

private charitable organization·, Colombian Association for Family Wel-

fare (Profamilia), opened clinics in the major cities. Then in 1967 the 

Colombian Association of Medical Faculties (ASCOFAME) began to coordinate family 

planning services provided at some 350 government health centers and it later 

organized a post-partum family planning program in the major maternity 

hospitals. The Ministry of Health avoided directly challenging the Church's 

position by only passively permitting ASCOFAME to train and supervise the 

program's staff, without explicitly appropriating government funds for 

tmis purpose. The growing cadre of suitably trained doctors were then en-

couraged to provide family planning services as they performed their public 

service assignments in the then 900 health posts and 400 health centers across 

the country. We cound not obtain records from this early period on the 

regional distribution of family planning expenditures or activity,except 

from the records of Profamilia which operated only metropolitan clinics.1 

Moreover, although the government explicitly assumed responsibility for the expanaing 

:It is estimated that through 1973 P.rofamilia had supplied 489,000 years of 
protection from pregnancy for Colombian women versus 444,000 years protec
tion by ASCOFAME, and these shares have since remained relatively constant 
(Working CoDDll.ittee ••• , 1976} Table 3, p. 13). 

1 
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program in the 1970s, no financialreports were found 

until 1977, allowing the aggregation of the expenditures of both 

private and public programs for some 88 regional urban and rural opera-
1

tions. Other activities, such as mail distribution of 

contraceptive supplies and public information campaigns that were 

national in scope, cannot be regionally allocated. 

The Colombian private market sector has also played a major role in 

disseminating modern methods of birth control. Not only do private physi

cians, clinics and hospitals provide family planning services mainly in 

urban areas, oral contraceptives have also been available without prescrip

tion at pharmacies since the· late 1960s. It is estimated that by 1970 

noninsticutional c~mmer~ial sales of contraceptive pills account for half 

of their consumption (Little~ 1972). These large nonprescription sales 

of the pill tend to be concentrated in the metropolitan areas. The time 

required to travel from a rural municipality to a neighboring city may, 

therefore, approximate not only the availability of in-patient hospital 

care that is rare in the smaller towns, it may also determine the pri~ate 

market supply price of contraceptives for persons living in the more remote 
,2 

areas of the country. 

1
These data are presented and discussed in the report by Trias and 

Ojeda (1978). 

2 
Pharmacies in rural localities and small towns may have been reluctant 

to sell contraceptive supplies against the possible strictures of local 
clergy. It is likely that the subsidized public and private family plan
ning programs contributed more to accelerating the spread and adoption of 
modern means of birth control than to their continuing use. 
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4. Estimation of Program and Education Effects on Child Mortality and 
Fertility: Data and Specifications 

To ascertain the child health and fertility effects of variation 

in education, the cost or availability of health services, and their inter

actions, we use individual-level information on the fertility, child mor

tality, and educational attainment for women aged 15 to 64, obtained from 

a four percent sample of the 1973 Colombian census. These individual re

cords are merged with municipio level data to estimate the demand equa-

tions for child health and fertility corresponding to equations (8) and (9) 

of the model. Because of the absence of information on the use by mothers 

of medical services, contraceptives, and other health-related inputs, no 

attempt is made to estimate the health and fertility production functions 

(2) and (3), or the input demand equations (5), (6) and (7). To obtain 

insights into the principal roles of health and family planning 

programs and education, we therefore focus on the interactions between 

schooling and the programs in the "reduced-form" equations. The Colombia 

census, because of its large size and extensive geographical coverage, is 

an ideal data set from which to obtain estimates of the interactive 

effects of community-level and household characteristics on family-level 

outcomes such as fertility and child survival. Variations in program 

levels and health characteristics are large in Colombia, and can be obtained 

for approximately 900 communities (municipios); both the individual-level 

education and the community-level variable effects and their interactions 

can be estimated therefore with a high degree of precision even within 

narrow age-groups. 

Fertility and child survival are measured by the number of children 
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ever born alive to a woman and the ratio of the number of her children 

dead at the ti.me of the census to the number ever born. For the child 

mortality ratio to be defined for the sample, women are excluded who do 

not report any births. The child mortality ratio is standardized by divid

ing it by the'averagd' ratio for all mothers of the same age, living in either 

rural or urban locations in Colombia. The standardized relationship with 

age is obtained by fitting a fifth degree polynomial in age to the under

lying census data (see Table A~J). 

The standardized child mortality ratio used here is not an exact 

measure of the probability of death for a child born at a particular time 

before reaching a specific age. Brass and Coale (1968), Trussell (1975) 

and others have estimated indirectly from aggregate data these conventional 

measures of mortality on the basis of average mortality ratios for adjacent 

age groups of women. Clearly, the mother's age at first birth and the 

number and timing of her subsequent births are related to the time periods 

her offspring are exposed to the risks of mortality. However, standardiza

tion of the child death ratio by mother's age using micro data appears to 

provide a good approximation to the life-table concept in many contexts 

(Trussell and Preston, 1981) in which better variables representing exposure 

1to risk are unavailable. 

The two individual-level variables viewed as expgenous determinants 

of child mortality and fertility in this analysis are the mother's age 

and education. We do not use information on husbands' characteristics in 

order not to restrict the sample to currently married, spouse-present 

women. Thus our estimated education effects will in part reflect the 

Differences in the findings based on the crude child mortality ratio and 
more refined measures tend to be unimportant for our analysis as one considers 
older women. After age 30, alternative measures yield very similar results 
(Schultz, 1980). 

1
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effects, if any, of education on the mother's own income and on spouse 

selection (husband's income). To take into account non-linearities in the 

relaionship between mother's age, fertility and standardized child mortality as 

well as potentially important rural-urban and cohort differences, the sample is sub

divided into five-year age groups of mothers and by urban and rural residence. 

Table 3 reports the sample characteristics and the community and individual

level variable, definitions, and sources. The price of the health inputs, P
2

, 

an~ the level of health information are proxied by the availability of public 

and private hospital beds in the municipality and the availability of public 

and private medical centers, clinics, dispensaries and mobile care units 

as of 1976. Both types of health infrastructure variables are expressed 

on a per capita basis in each of Colombia's 900 municipalities based on 

the 1973 census community-level population data. Contraceptive costs and 

information on contraceptive techniques are represented in part by the level 

of family planning expenditures per-capita in 1977. However, it is impor-

tant to note that health centers and maternity hospitals were also major 

sources of publicly-subsidized family planning supplies and services. 

The characteristics of the municipality that are thought to have a 

pervasive effect on the production of child health and possibly also 

on fertility are average temperature and the time required to travel to 

a neighboring metropolitan area (department capital) where both public 

and private specialized hospital care exists. These metropolitan areas 

are also a convenient source of oral contraceptives, which are available 

from pharmacies on demand. 
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Table 

Ocfinitlon• ot v,r1•0lt!• and Their Su~dry !:it11t1at1c• 

A(;t: or ,!urni::1<.: --11.:-!.2___ 10-)4 __.:.o-'ij__ ~u-b4~~-
a.1.•~id.ut1.•l Arc.J.; t:rhan Kur..tl Urb•n K1.1tl\l Ur0.1n Rural Urtiau H.urJl L; ~ • h.urdi 

1. Children Ever Born l.Jl 1.45 2.0J 2.62 J.OJ 4.0.:i 4.29 5.t,8 5.37 6.97 7.18 o.ol 8.05 b ., 5 7. 46 
(.)44) (.&10) (1.18) (l.4l) (l.dO) (2.07) (2.43) (2. 74) (3,0)) (3.10) (].57) ().7t,) (3.90) (4 .Ou) (4.{,J) (4. OJ) 

2. C11ldre11 O.,aj to .0599 .Qijl.)9 .05:,1.) .0068 .117 .0793 .131 .155 .120 .lo7 .198 
Children Ever !lorn (,ll5) (.19J) (.152) (.155) (.183) (.164) (.ld5) (.l9H) (,196) (.207) (. lJc) 

3. Childr,n iJead to Chil
dren Ever lloorn _.,i v1J-,d 
by Fitted Value by A~e .Jl4 .42d .4n •7d7 .716 .901 .1149 .927 .889 .90l .917 .963 .94) .926 .914 
for Urban/Rural •~men (l.,o) (1.50) (l.oJ) (l.du) (l.97) (l.t,S) (t.90) (1.42) (l.79) {1.25) (l. 64) (1.21) (1.51) (1.11) (1.~o) 

4. Schoolillg 111 Years 4.oi 2.10 4.57 2.25 4.70 2.15 4.35 l.93 4.00 l.72 l.54 3.72 J.451.53 l. 26 
(2. 71) (1. 90) (3.0t,) ci.oo) (3.31) (2.0o) (l.25) (l.96) (3.16) (l.90) (l.o2; ,3.ud) (1.57) (3.0.:,1 (l. 79) 

:i. Age 1D Yura 111.1 ld.O 22.2 22.1 26.9 26.d 31.9 31.7 36.9 36.7 41.8 41.5 46.8 46.5 55.8 55.5 
(1.00) (1.07) (1.36) (1.40) (1.40) (1.41) (l.45) (1.49) (1.41) (1.43) (1.45) (1.49) (l .43) (1.40) (4.27) (.:..)2) 

llerged Municipality: 

6. Hoapital Beds per -142 .124 .246 .125 .250 .127 .254 .lld .247 .135 .252 .137 .246 .131 .251 .13~ 
capiu1 (:tlv .l) 1 (,lll6) (.207) (,lbS) (.20:) (.199) (.219) (.232) (.294) (.219) (.264) (. 214) (.299) (,1H8) ( .209) c.no; (.2b9) 

7. Clinics per capita .0974 .0511 .106 .0509 .109 .0502 .107 .0512 .104 .0498 .103 .047d .lul .J47.:. .l~:! .u4d~ 
(:tlO l)l (.0873) (.0644) (.0939) (.0654) (.0954) (.0671) (.0943) (.0680) (.0938) (.Oo75) (.09351 (.Ob46) (.iY3u) (.0670) (.09ljJ (.Goo9) 

II. Family Planning 
~ei.ditures in 
t'esos p~r capita ,05dt, .Ol81 .0579 .0248 .0588 .0270 .0592 .0250 .0575 .0257 ,0572 .0246 .057a .0260 .0574 .u255 
(xl0-2) (.0599) (.0826) (,0562) c.0100) (.0550J (.0763) (.0583) (.0122) (.058,J (.0742) (.0566) c.01221 c:o6oOJ c.u 762J (.(690) (.0735) 

9. Fraction of Day Required 
to travel from Cabeceras 
(county seat) of Munici-
pality to Capital of .0826 .339 .0706 .331 .0662 .308 .0668 .284 .0724 .303 .0677 .293 .0732 .290 .0714 .2o3 
Department (atate) J (,lOl) (. 787) (.264) (.i53) (.275) (.600) (.266) (.623) (.291) (.678) (.245) (.651) (.271) (. 036) (.264) (.olZJ 

10. lliatorical Average Tem
perature in Centigrade 

~:w 2.26 2.13 2.20 2.10 2.17 2.10 2.14 2.11 2.14 2.11 2.13 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.07for Municipality Cabe
(.472) (:520) (.475) ( .515) (.469) (.514) !.472) (.511) ( ,4<;J) ceras (xl'!-lj ~ (.SOS) (.464) (.529) (,471) (,528) (.473) (.524) 

11. Historical Temperature 
u Ab2ve Sqaare~ 5.33 4.d4 5.06 4.69 4.95 4.67 4.82 4.72 4.ao 4.71 4.74 4,72 4.6i 4.72. 4.53 
(xlO- )-4 (2.03) (2.22) (2.04) (2.20) (2.03) (2.18) (:.02) (2.17) (2.03) (2 .15) (2.00) (2.15) (2.00) (:.13) (2 .02) 

12. Eatimate of Fooci Prices 
Derived from Disco~nt 
on Uaily ~ages in A&ricul-
ture for WorK.C''l'.'c;;. _ .223 .236 .220 .234 .219 .232 .219 .232 .219 .233 .220 .233 .219 .235 .221 .2JJ 
Receiving Food(:tl0-2f (.0498) (.OS77l (.0483) (.06011 (.0479) (.0603) (.048oJ c.0601) (.0474) c.o604) (,0487) (.0594l (.0479) (.Jco3J (.0-'<65) (.0)95) 

13. Dummy Variable Equals One if 
Municipalitv Does Not 
Report Daily 
Agricultural Wages Paid 
Both with and without .vl04 .00543 .00850 .0110 .00910 • 0119 .00909 .0117 .ooa43 . Oil5 .00351 .0111 .009b9 ,(,115 .ooi;;:9 .0110 
Food 5 ( .106) (.0735) (.0918) (.10~) (.0949) (.lOo) (.0949) (.107) (.0914) (.107) (.0918) (.105) (.0990) (.107) (.G9J7) (.E,4) 

14. Municipal ·Average of Years 
of Schooling of All Woi:,en 
over Age 15 i~ the, 4.23 2.61 4.37 2.62 4.43 2.63 4.43 2.67 4.37 2.65 4.37 2,64 4.35 2.63 4.35 2.bl 

(1.15) (.881) (1.14) (.905) (1.15) (.871) (1.15) ( .874) (1.15) (.863) (1.17) ( .H6 7)197J Census Sa~ple 0 (1.17) (.867) (1.17) (.878) 

6217 11978 9874 4664 801l7S.._,ole Size 3068 1840 11288 5621 13304 12208 5652 5832 3743 14353 6725 

llotu: 1Daca are froa municipal registry of health e1cablial.mencs conducted fir■ t in 1976. DA.~E (l,77).Population totals from 
DANE, Boletin, Oct~ber 1974. 
2Daca are from firMt consolidation of governmental and privnte expenditures on fa~ily plannin~ services done for 1977. 
fattern of explicit oistribution covers bd mun1cipal1~ies includinr, aomewhat more than hal! th~ population. Regional 

pattern of activity maynoL nave changed ■ ubstantially in l97Us. but overall lev~l of expenditures increased and ateriliza
tion rose ovo,r thia decade. Earlier budv.etary data la a,·ailable only for private urban family planning program. See !riao 
and Ojeda(l97H). Population total ■ fro~ JA.~E. lioletin, October 1~14. 
3ri- required to crave: by cen■ u• ■ taff from municipality (county aeai • cabeceraa) to capital of •tate 4department). ui•
t ■nce and time__eatimat.es prepared at the time of the 1973 Censu• in cooperation with the Secre~ary of Public Work.Ji, Rcgis
traduria Nacional del tatado Civil (1976). 

04
c.ographic.al ;>lctiooary prepared by I~tituto Ceugraf lco 'Ag•Jetin <.;odazzi. 11 BoJ2,ota. 

~lank. of Data at l>A!'L has unpublished cuc::pute-r files of agric!1ltural daily ._,.,. ..:,•s rep..:!"tcJ by municip:11,ity with and without 

the incJ•.u~ion of fooct. The <llfterence 1a us(!d as Cite "µrice" uf (oud for ar.rlr.:•.iit,,r.d wortc.~!"s. li :nun1c1palit1e11 re

pceae:iteJ !.n t,,e <..cn1:i,,1a a.1:1p!e dld OiJt repurt wa~ea with fooJ, anJ fvr thcue no eetLQ.ate ,.,f the price ot iood w.:u;i; t--",~~Jbi~. 

Kot •nd cold clim."'it.1.c war,ca reported and combined by re~r~s11lon tC!chniquca bv qu.lrtc-r to derive ftll!-ill fu,Jd pri....:Q {yver yi:.,rJ 

ua~d here. Javutations for m1&a1nK quarters dlscua&e<l in note to Table A-i. 
6
the ave:-n~e years of eJucation cor.irleted for all woatm ov11r age 15 1■ calcul.1:Hrd fratn ce'l.•u• 1.i pcrcl"nt 1ample wfthln t'•..:· 

of the ij99 1DUnicipalitie• of ~~lom~ia. 

https://odazzi.11
https://4c.ographic.al
https://time__eatimat.es
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Finally, it would be desirable to include a measure of the level 

and distribution of personal economic resources in the municipaltiy, but no 

entirely satisfactory indicators are available at this time. Analysis of 

income data from Colombia shows relatively minor variation in incomes with

in an educational group across urban labor markets; however, rural incomes 

by education vary substantially by region (Fields and Schultz, 1980). Since 

a large fraction of income of the poor is expended on food, the price of food, 

as estimated by local agricultural agents, is, therefore, treated as an 

indicator of the price of a critical childhealth input. Higher local 

food prices may also be associated with higher wages, however. In rural 

areas, moreover, the incomes of most people depend directly or indirectly 

on food prices, so the net effect of t;hese offsetting income and price effects 

on child mortality (or fertility) is ambiguous. There is clearly room to 

improve ontheproxies considered here of the relevant input prices and 

incomes. This analysis thus represents only a start toward quantifying 

the market and policy determinants of vital rates. 

Six specifications of the fertility and mortality equations are employ

ed in the analysis. The first contains only the community-level program 

variables; the second and third add the schooling variable at the aggregate

com:nunity and at the individual-level, respectively, along with the mother's 

age. The fourth specification contains the individual-level education and 

age variables, the program variables and the community temperature, tempera

ture squared, distance andfoodprice characteristics in linear form. The 

fifth and sixth specifications add interactions between education and 

colllilunity variables. The fifth specification contains all variables but those for 

temperature and food price, while the sixth and final specification adds temperature 
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and temperature-education interaction vatiables to the fifth specification. 

5. Empirical Findings 

Tables 4 and 5 report the coefficients for each of the six specifications 

estimated using ordinary least squares. These are presented in parallel 

fashion, where the first dependent variable is children ever born and the 

second is the child mortality ratio, standardized for the mother's age 

and rural/urban residence. The regressions are reported separately for each 

of eight age groups of mothers in urban areas in Tables 4.1 through 4.8 

and for mothers in rural areas in Tables 5.1 through 5.8. Discussion of 

these results is divided into two parts. The first compares the results 

across alternative specifications to assess the robustness of the estimated 

schooling and program effects and to test for the existence of interactions 

between the schooling and program variables. The second part explores the 

magnitudes of the estimated relationships derived from the preferred 

interactive specification. 

5.1 Alternative Specifications of the Equations 

Across age-groups of women, fertility and child mortality are in general 

in urbansignificantly associated with the health and family planning variables 

areas; these programs evidently do not influence those living outside of urban areas 

in a strong or consistent manner. Thus, the consideration of alternative specification 

will focus primarily on the regressions for the urban population in Tables 4.1 

through 4.8. 

For women residing in urban areas between the ages of 25 and 44, the 

presence of hospitals, clinics and family planning expenditures is associated 
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Table 4.1 

llcp,rc:.islon:i ot Fcrttliry JHJ Ut1J.1 11 .. r:-.:llt:1 ,~:tllo 

Mctiu,i·'s :,,,c 1~-19 in Urban Areas 

------------------"-'"-"'~"'3"-"--'-i"-u"-'l,:...•....;Vc...:...•ll~~~-E..L~ ~;t·,ti.,tic rc;·n\rr.cu i?I ;1.1rL::llllt''::i(:S) 

laJ1.v:d~~: 

S~hoolin:; Y-,ars -.0324 -.0314 -.0396 .0208 -.0454 -.0455 -.0709 .0742 
(4.28) (4.25) (3.11) (. 265)

(9.13) (8.76) (5.18) (.222) 

.172 .173 .172 .174
.141 .145 .145 .145 .145 .166 
(14.8) (15.4) (15.5) (15.4) (15.4) (5.93) (6.14) (6.18) (6.13) (6. 20) 

~,1.::~r.-!.!..!!r: 
Hosyital ReJs per -.113 -.0855 -.0920 -.0726 -.0643 -.00175 -.0634 -.0149 -.0358 -.0357 -.0520 -.127 

.::ipit;, (,d1.J""i_) (2.09) (1.56) (1.76) (1.32) (.727) (.0181!) (.406) (-.0911!) (.229) (.217) (.197) (.459) 

-.449 -.132 ..:.269 .011 -.916 -. 712
Clini,s p~r capita -.197 -.0562 -.472 -.136-.329 -.139 

(1.36) (.338) (.809) (.0224) (1.45) (.812)
(x Lo-J) (2 .87) (1.05) (l.76) (.338) (2.23) (.464) 

Fnmil., fl::t;:ning Ex -.0165
per.a:i tur~:, per .00410 .0882 .0509 .0101 .0361 -.142 -.967 -.852 -.925 -.107 -1.55 

(l.90)(1.98) (l. 72) (1.89) (2.09) (1.81)
capita (p.::Sus xlU-L) ( .0241) (.525) (.311) (.0584) (.126) (.4118) 

-.00750 .0245 .0200 .0351 .0699
l'i.r.c co Ca;:ital in .0407 .0571 .0440 .0323 .0177 

(. 490)(.0741) (.257) (.206) (.:!50)
days (1.19) (l. 79) (1.35) (.687) (.371) 

.529 1.39
i,,·cr;,i!i! lcr:o..:rat:ure -.0232 · .282 

(1.08)(.746)
ii: ..:cnti;;rjcie (xl.;-1 ) (.0974) (.657) 

-.341
'Ics,,r,,r:tture S1uared .0158 -.0429 -.117 

(1.18)(. 728)
(xtu-:L, (.293) (.443) 

~ri~c o[ Fc~d (if 
.304

repcrt~d, 111 p~sos .228 
(.442)

per <l!a/ xlu-.!J (.989) 

-.356
If no fooJ price -.0337 (1.11)
repurt.cd •,;, (.313) 

-.0573
/.v..: r,l";,4!. Schoolir.~~ of -.U347 

(1.73)Woo.en over a,;., 15 (J.09) 

~'c:':·~L.'..'.''" of Uunicip:iUtv Vari.ahles 
-with l;:_:l\:L:u.,.!. 's Sc.nooling: 

.00525 .0292-.00807 -.0161
llOGi•ital bed,; (:;.lr:, (.0797) (.428)

(.366) (.703) 

.143 .183
.0642 .0251 

(1.19) (1.03)
(1.60) (.422) 

.168 .165
.0291 .0395 

(.942) (.9J9)(.486) (.650) 

-.00638 -.0155
.0116 .0132

Time to Capit:al (.135) ( .323)
(.730) (.822) 

-.188-.0408 
(.734)(.474) 

.0511.00695Tt<r.1p.:rature Squared (.869)(.353)(xliJ-l) 

-l.06 -l.14 -1.11 -1.56 .430 -2.38 -2.52 -3.20 -2.43 -3.78
Intercept 1.37 +,'!l {4.76) (2.49)

(6.08) (6.74) (4.00) (6.50) (3.06) (9.00) (4.64) (4.99) (3.45)
(82.5) 

.0955 .0973 .0964 .0983 .0026 .0146 .0195 .0206 .0205 .0216
.0049 .0737 (4 .80)
(5.00) (40.6) (53.8) (32. 9) (32.6) (l3.8) (2.66) (7.54) (10.1) (6.42) (6.39) 

30683068 

Dependent Variable 
.3141

Maan 1.315 

2.428
Variance .2958 
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Tab1e4.Z 

Reg,ession~ o( Fertility and ChilJ Hurt3lity Ratio 

on lnJ1viJu;il ar,<l Hunicip.1lity V;iri:i~l<>s: 

20-24 in Urban Areas
Moth,or's Ar.c 

st.,t.i sL ic rcporte,l in p:1r,!nt!1c~•r·s)
(:,hsolutf.' V.\ I 11..: of t 

Child Mortalit:z: R.1tio Relative to Age/Rerion Level 

E~planatory Variables 
(J) U,} (i'.i l U5 M M Ul'.l1Children i::ver Born (l!l {~2) 

(l) (2) rn 

InJivic.!ual: 
-.0717 -.0705 -.0932 .0597

-.102 -.0997 -.131 .120
Schuoling Years (14.0) (l3. 7) (8.02) ( .450)

(29.4) (28.7) (16.7) (1.34) 

.206 .206 -.00968 -.00294 -.00307 -.00295 -.00304
.196 .206 .206

Age Ye:irs (27. 5) (27 .6) (.872) (.266) (. 278) (. 26 7) (.275)
(25.4) (27.5) (2 7. 5) 

~bnicipllitv: 
-.202 -.104 .139 .0294 .0826 -.0694 .0789

nos,ital Bads per -.476 -.149 -.274 -.188 -.444 
(1.66) (1.07) (1.35) (. 302) (. 799) (.413) (.439)

capita l><l0-3) (6.83) (2.09) (4 .16) (2 .68) \3.90) 

,0306 -.445 -.120 -1.10 -.149 -.790 .0279 -.382 .193 -1.12 -.209
Clinics per capita -.951 

(.498) (4. 73) (,138) (2.26) (. 775) (3.53) (.471)
(xl0-3) (7. 94) (.218) (3.89) (. 711) (5 .11) 

Family Pl:inning Ex-
-.575 -.148 -.312 -.488 -.394 -.706

penJitures per -i -.685 -.211 -.396 -.460 -.598 -.947 
(. 784) (1.36)(2. 70) (2.01) (.506) (1.09) (1.64)

capita (pesos xlO ) (3.34) (1.04) (2 .04) (2.28) (1. 76) 

.0185 .130 .0958 .103 .0821 .02% .123 .113 .230 .233
Time to CJpital in {2. 56)

(.419) (3.22) (2.33) (1. 7E) (1. 39) (.4'i'i) (2 .CS) (l.B7) ('.! -~B)
days 

.745 1.52-.282 .801
Av.,rage T"raperature (2 .01) (2 .34)
in Centigrade (xlo-1 ) (1.12) (1.82) 

-.152 -.314
.0964 -.127

Temp.,rature Squared (1. 79) (2 .11)
(1.68) (1.26)

(>.lu-:!) 

.00578.004%l'ric.e of Food (if (1.53)(1.95)reported, in pesos 
per day xlo-l) 

-.0210.246If no food price ( .111)(1. 92)
reported • l 

-.126
Avi.?ragc Schooling of -.161 

(6.67)
Wom~n over age 15 (12. 29) 

lut<'r,wt t ,,11s of tlun_!0~• l lty Variables 

with ln1ivi<.lu.oi'a Schoolin11,: 
.0228 .'lfl~32

-.0408 .0123
Hospital beds (:-1i1-3> (. 719) (. 2/, l)

(1. 90) (.538) 

.142 .074 7
.131 -.00396

Clinics (xl0-
3

) (2.63) (.910)
(3.59) (.0713) 

.0299 .0513
.06ll .111

Family Planning (xlO-i) 
(. 944) (1.64) (.313) (. 513) 

-.0434 -.0434
.00650 .00365

Time to Capital (1.90) (1.88)
(.420) (.246) 

-.127
-.203

Temperature (xlO-l) 
(2.45) (1. 04) 

.0266
.0418

T~mperature Squared (.943)
(2.19)

(xlO--') 

.868 -.182 .966 -.873
Interce21: 2.28 -1.58 -1.95 -1.99 -1.83 -3.08 .574 1.17 

(3.52) (. 392) (3.86) (1.17)
(6 .34) (10. 8) (6.08) (20.6) (4.58)

(114.) (8.94) (11. 7) 

R1. ,0149 .0803 .134 .1375 .136 .0140 .0031 .0079 .021 .0223 .0224 .0236 

(180.) (177. 6) (131.) (11.8) (14.9) (40.4) (25. 7) (25.8) (19. 5) 
(F) (57.0) (164.) (292.) 

11288
S,i,aplc Sizc 11288 

D~~•nu~nt Variable 
.4320

Mean 2.027 

2.6731.388Variance 
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T~hl,. 4.3 

llegresslons o( Fertility anJ t.:hUJ Mortality Hat io 

on lmllvi,lu;,l m,,l Municipallty Vari.tbl,·u: 

Mother I s .\i:c 25-29 ill Urb3n Area• 
.st,1ti::;tlc rcrurtcJ in p,1rcnchc:,l'S

{aLsolt1tc VJlt1C ,,f t 

Child Mortality R;,tio Relative to Ace/Her-ion Lc·,cl 

Explanatory Variables Children Ever Dorn 
{ll) (o) (9} CI01 c~ri

(l) (2) (j) (4} m U> 
(Tl) 

-.136 .0777
.!!'divi<.lual: -.0941 -.0934

-.149 -.210 .0992 (11.5) (.566)-.152 (18.2) (18.0)
Schooling Year11 (34 .2) (33.3) (20.6) (.1139) 

.0722 .0725
.0772 .0728 .0730 

.222 .214 .216 .214 .214 
(6.07) (6.09) (6.03) (t,.U5)

(6.38)Age Years (20. 7) (20. 8)
(20.8) (20. 7) (20.9) 

Munk1J2alitv: .117 .0357 .0684 .0362 .169 

-.0707 -.383 -.159 -.0672 
(. 752) (.262) (1.18}

Hospital Beds per -.299 .0467 -.161 
(1.29) (. 760) (1.29) (.408) 

capita (xlu-J) (3.75) (.584) (2.14) (.904) (3.22) 
-.l.25 -1.033 

-.737 -2.74 -1.20 -l.39 -.365 -.769 -.345 
(6.91) (2.25)

Clinics p~r capita -2.28 -.197 -1.30 
(3.05) (7. 62) (1.65) (4.21) (l.26j

(8.26) (3.19) (9. 76)
(xlO-J) (13.9) (1.01) 

-.696 -1.iO
family Planning Ex-

-1.48 -1.77 -2.21 -.679 -.0498 -.299 -.514 
(1.31) (2.03)

penditures per 
(5.00) (5.22) (3.116) (4. 72) (2.12)-1.92 -.745 -1.37 (.153) (. 943) (1.56) 

capita (pesos xlU-i) (6.65) (2.59) 
.306 .284

.249 .203 .298 .297 

Time to Capital in .118 .351 .284 .312 
(3.10) (3.03) (4. 75) (4.66) (3.32) (3.04) 

days (2.01) (6.48) (5 .18) (3.93) 

.709 1.58
-.562 .917 (1. 75) (2.30)

Ave~ar,e temperature (i.55)(1.61)
in Centigrade (xlo-1 ) -.308-.150

-.108.185 (1.61) (1.95)
Temperature Squared (. 797)(2.31)
(xlu-.l) 

-.0639Price o{ Food (if 
.0118 ( .152)reported, i~ pesos 
(3.25)

per day ;dU ) 
-.324

.304 (1.59)If no food price 
(1. 73)

reported• 1 
-.146

Average Sd1ooling of -.312 (7 .l.l)
Wow~u over age 15 (17 •.!) 

~<'r-:..<:_Ci•HlS <'f ~tuniclraliti Variablca 

with lnJ iv i.:.lt,~l 's Schooling: .00233 -.0215
.0635 .0405 (.0796) (. 710)

Hospital beds (xlr3) (2.51) (l.55) 
.290 .121

.281 .0832 (5.44) ·c1.43l
Clinic& (xl0-3) 

(6 .12) (l.14) 
.111 .180

.lll .163 (1.11) (l. 73)
Family Planning (xlO-') 

(l.29) (1.81) 

-.004il .000926
.1)0991 .0119 (.215) (.04lil)

Time to Capital (.525) (.622) 
-.146

-.236 (1.14)
rempcrature (xl0-1) (2.15) 

.0240
.0455 (. 816)

1:"wp.,rature Squared (l.80)
(xlu-L) -2.55

.924 -.715 •727 -l.55 -.529 
l.52 -l.79 -l.86 -1.53 -3.18 

(2.24) (2.87) (1.61) (3 .17)
3.46 (31.1) (2.14)Intercept (5.41) (4.57)
(129.) (5 .17) (6 .38) (4.00) 

.0386.0348 .0353 .0373
.137 .142 .0055 .0145 (38. l).0777 .133 .p8 (41!. 7) (51. 5).0233 (24.3) (32.5) (79.8)r/ (106 .) (187 .) (341.) (212.) (211.) (157.) 

(F) 
13304

13304
S.i::1p le Size 

~nJcnt Variable .7162
3.029

nean 
3.892

J.228
Variance 
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Tablt: 4.4 

Regressions of Fertility anJ ChilJ Mortality Ratio 

on Individual 11:lu Municipality Variables: 

Hoth~r':.; Abe 30-34 in Urban Areas 

(absolut~ value oft statistic reportl!d in parentheses) 

Child Mortalitl:'. Ratio l<clat1ve to Ase/R.,~ion Level
( L:)Children Ever Born (9> uo1 Uii

Explanatory Variables 
(j) (4) (5) (&) U> M

(l) (2) 

lndivicual: 
-.187 -.259 -.0149 -.0928 -.0937 -.145 .380 

Schooling Years -.190 (17.5) (17.6) (ll. b) (2.b2)
(29.4) (28. 9) (17 .O) ( .0905) 

.00963 .00297 .00179 .00144 .00139 

A;;e Ye.1rs .283 .269 .270 .269 .269 
(.819) (.254) ( .153) (.209) (.119)

(19 .5) (18.9) (19.l) (18.9) (19,0) 

-.146~l<miclo:iUt,~: .0459 -.0328 -.0500 -.109 

-.135 -.311 -.219 -.425 -.242 -.125 
(. 6'J2) (..440) (.654) (.S7l) (1.13)

Hospi~al B~Js per -.510 (2. 7')) (1.54) (1.66)
(3.44) (Z.35)

capita (:< lJ-3) (5.37) (1.44) 
-l.99

-.493 -1.318 -1.16 -2.78 

-2.lO -1.53 -3.48 -2.19 -1.90 
(7 .09) (4.32) (S.81) (4.57)

Clinics per capita -3.30 -.280 
(9 .06) (4 .13) (10.3) (2. Zl.)

(9.30) (4.66)
(x10-J) (14,l) (1.02) 

-.771 -.983
-.530 -.650

Fanily Planning Ex-
-1.65 -1.68 -2.88 -3.19 -.894 -.117 

(l. 78) (2.11) (1.53) (1.92)
pcnJitures ~,e,.. -2.37 -.743 

(4 .49) (4 .68) (5 .13) (2. 98) (.384) 

capita (rJsos xlu-2.) (6.25) (1.97) (4.54) 
.188 .267

.252 .294
.447 .439 .363 .0663 

(4 .44) (l. 97) (2.17)
.108 .514 ( .947) (3.87)

Tine to Capital in (5.55) (3. 79) (3.09)
(1.24) (6.48)

da;-s l.18 3.38
.153 (5. 21}-.790 (2~92)

Av~rahc T~~perature (l.61) (.i94) 
in ~en~i~~aJe (xlu" 1) -.292 -.813

.0711 (5.44).249 (3.15)
Temperature Squared (2.21) (.390)
(xlu-2.) 

-.540
Price of Fooa (if 

.517 (1:28)
reported, in,pesos (1.01)
per Jay :v.lu-•) 

-.307
.701 (1.50)

lf no food price (2.82)
rei"ortcd • 1 

-.216 
Av,.:ra;I! Sclh>oli11& of -.464 (10.5) 
Women over ahc 15 (l!!,J) 

lnt ..•ractiou:• of Hunici[!:ilit.i Vc1riables 

with lndividu~l's Schoolin~: .0260 .0272
.0372 .0158 (.907) (.911)

llospital beds (:::l'J-3> (.435}(1.06) 
.313 .164

.298 .134 (5.74) (l.97)
Clinics (xl0-3) 

(4 .48) (1.32) 
.0856 .133

.335 .378 (.829} (1.26)
Family Planning (xl0-2) 

(2.67) (2.92) 
.0190 .00794

.0218 .0234 (.706) (.294)
Time to Capital (.666) (. 714) 

-.519
-.180 (4.14)

Temperature (xl0-1} (1.18) 
.123

.0335 (4.23}
T~mperature Squared (3.85)
(x10-.l) -1. 77

l.14 ·1.54 l.32 .369 1.54
-2.87 -2.83 -3.67 (.657) (4.08} (2.26)

-2.59 -3.ll (40.0) (4.02} (3.52}
Intercept 4.91 (6.82) (4. 21) (6.17) (J.85)

(J:37.) (5.50) .0427.0385 .0400
.124 .127 .0111 .0219 .0371 

(50.9) (38.9)
.0266 .Oo42 .121 .125 (45.6) (45.4) (78.4) (48. 8)

R2 (172.) (127.)
(lll.) (187.) (281.) (l74.) 

(I') 
12208

12208S.o:,plc Size 

Dcecndcnt Variable .8486
4.285Hean 

3.627
5.890Variance 

• 
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Tnhlc ~ S 
Regressions of FcrtUity and .;),ilu Mortality Ratio 

on Individual and Municipality Variables: 

Mothcr'11 Ar,e 35-39 in Urban Areas 
{ausolutc value oft statistic re~ortcJ in n.1 r~nthc:;cs} 

Child Mortality Ratio Relative to A5e/~l'don LevelExplanatory Variables Children Ever Born 
(1) (2) (3) {4) m (liJ (7) Ct!) c~l (IO) U.LJ (I2) 

Individual: 
-.102 -.101 -.150 -.223

Schooling Years -.204 -.201 -.278 -.173 
(19.8) (19. 5) (12.7) (l.70)(.24.) (23.) (14.) (.81) 

.217 .217 .0188 .Ol34 .0134 .0144 .0148 
Age Years .228 .215 .216 

(12.0) (ll.4) (ll.5) (ll.5) (ll.5) (l.64) (l. 18) (1.18) (1.28) (l. 31) 

Municie,~l it:z:: 

Hospital Beds per -.641 -.0971 -.420 -.373 -.726 -.469 -.245 -.0809 -.160 -.139 -.366 -.361 

(2.25) (3.23) (1.05) (2.13) (l.80) (2.99) .(2.87)
capita (xlu-J) (5.02) (.758) (3.37) (2.90) (3.57) 

-2.46 -4.63 -2.79 -1. 77 -.655 -l.21 -.528 -2.~2 -1.28
Clinics per capita -4.52 -.961 -3.28 

(4.28) (10.1) (3.13) (6.88) (2.16) (tl.42) (3.27)
(xlo-J) (15.3) (2.78) ,(11.3) (6.07) (9. 72) 

Family Planning Ex-
-.568 -.542-.112 -.343 -.254pend! tures p.,r -1.84 .265 -.820 -.925 -l.15 -1.59 -.706 

(.3t14) (1.21) (1.96) c.sm (1.21)
capita (p~sos xl0-2) (3.84) ( .549) (1.75) (1.92) (1.57) (2 .13) (2. 75) 

.551 .365 .0698 .180 .209 .245 .267 
Tim,, to Capital in .134 .572 .442 

(3.20) (3.67) (3.05) (3.53)
days (1.35) (6.13) (5.83) (3.32) (2. 70) (1.16) 

1.81
Average r.,mperature .811 1.05 3.31 

(4.92) (5.67)
in Centigrade (Alo-1) (1.33) {1.09) 

-.415 -.761 
Temp.,rature Squared -.150 -.113 

(4.88) (5.63)
(x1t1-l) (1.07) (.507) 

Price of Food (if - •.150 
reported, in pesos 1.10 (.37) 
per day xlll-2) (1.66) 

-.1)110
.537If no food price (.40)
( 1.63)reported• l 

-.174 
Av~r41ge Schooling of -.555 (9.13)
Women over ~ga 15 (l7.6) 

lnt.,ractions of 1-luniciEalit:i:: Variables 
vitn In-~,1.vlt!u.,l 's Schoc>lin~: 

.0661 :0105
.100 .0495

llospital !>eds (xlr3) (2.17) (2. 24)
(1.98) (.95) 

.271 .1643 .314. .063
Clinics (xl0- ) (5.14) (2.00)

(J.59)" (.46) 

-.0124 ( .0106 
.108 .179 

Family Planning (xlO-.l) (.13) (.11)
(. 71) (1.14) 

-.0350 -.0387 
.0504 .0693

Time to Capital (1.36) (1.50)
(1.18) (l.61) 

-.361
.038(xlO-l) (;.96)·rernpcrnture (.19) 

.0843
-.OJl

•1.,wperatur'! Sq11ared (2.98)
(.65),xio-.:> 

-2.39-.929 l.101.lt! l.05 .972 
lnterce2t 6.11 -.529 -1.31 -2.68 -1.12 -3.03 (2.63) (3.ltl)(2.43) (2.30) (1.62) 

(136.) (.744) (1.87) (2 .d2}. (1.60) (2.42) (44.) 

.0512.0449 .0469 .0481.0895 .0119 .0205R2 .0266 .065Q .0854 .0865 .0870 (61.) (46 .)
(114 .) (84 .) (4S.) (41. 7) (94.) (59.)

(186.) (113.)(F) (109.) (1-+l.) 

::;.,mplc Size 11971! 11978 

D<"prnJcnt Variable 
.889

He.an 5.370 

3.206 
Variance 9.201 
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table 4.6 

R.e~rcs&t..ms ot Fertility am! Child Mvr: ,, l ity Ratio 

on Individual and Hunicip.ilicy Variaoles: 

tlothcr'r. Ai~c 40-44 in Urban Areas 

{nl,solut,· v.1111°0 uf t Jtati:;t 1c t"l'['UCi::1.·J in n.1ri.:nthe~,t·s) 

Child Hortali tv R.1tio Relativ" to A5e/Rcricn ~evel
E~planatory Variables Children t:ver Born (101 \Ill ----CTIJ

(1) (2) 0) (4) p) {6) (1) (o) \9) 

1:~ivi~ual: 
-.0614 -.0822 -.122 +.405

-.194 -.128Schooling Years -.157 -.137 
(15.2) (15.3) (9. 87) (2.d2)

(l~ .5) (13.4) (7.23) (.412) 

.192 .189 .729xl0-4-.00269 -.00317 -.00156 -.00229
.200 .192 .191Age Years 
(8.28) (7.96) (7.90) (7 .95) (7 .85) ( .00649) (.241) (.285) (.140) (.207) 

.:.:.:.::.::.::__...._ 

-.483 -.487 -.695 -.580 -.169 -.0262 -.0963 -.117 -.0774 -.128
:-knicinal it..-: 

Hospital Beds per -.659 -.199 
(.330) (l. 25) (1.46) (.664) (l.08)

capita (l<lu-J) (3.89) (1.16) {2.89) (2.81) (2. 7 5) (2.24) (2.16) 

-2.73 -3.95 -2.18 -l.68 -.653 -l.11 -.631 -2.54 -1.43
Clinics per capita -4.83 -1.67 -3.65 

(3.08) (6.17) (2.50) (8.66) (3.55)
(xlQ-.1) (12.5) (3.64) (9 .37) (4.99) (6.20) (2.50) (9.43) 

.262 -.112 -.333 ,0586 -.236
Family Planning Ex- -2.60 -.479 -l. 79 -2.01 -l.96 -2.42 -.419 

( .521) (.861) (.379) (l.10) (.131)
pcndltu::~s per -I. (4.03) (. 732) (2.80) (3.06) (2.01) (2.46) (1.41) 

capita (p.,sus xlO ) 

.154 .282 .323 .222 .303
Time to Capital in .503 .993 l.05 .723 .690 

(2.13) {4.17} {4. 70) (2.15) (2.90)
days (3.22) (6.77) {7.07} {3.21} (3.03) 

1.71 3.75
Avcrase Tcw.?erature 2.59 2.44 

(4.SO) (6.26)
in ~entigraJe (~lu-1) (3.14) (1.87} 

-.406 -.881
Tc~rcrature Squared -.601 -.482 

{4.64) (6.37)
(xlO-:l) . (3.16} (1.61} 

-.152
Price of Food (if -.146 

(.383)
reported, in pesos (.170) 
per Jay >:10-~) 

-.419
If no food price .474 

(2.10}
repcrcc<l • l (1.09) 

Av,:rar," S,:ho.>lini; uf -.485 -:.154
(7 .94)Wo~cn uv~r ag~ 15 (ll.,i) 

Ir._t~;_r::,_•·ti,,.•-; of Hunici2alicl Variah1"s 
with !n.:iv:!.~ual's Schoolin5: 

-.00353 ,00267
lkspital be~s (xir') .0638 .0316 

(.137) (.102)(1.14) (.555) 

-J .339 .17.2.0814 -.165Clinics (xlO ) (6.14) (l.93)(.679) (.851) 

-.0209 .0277.0791 .168
Fa.iil.y Pl"nning (xlO-.l) 

{.188) (.240)(.327) (.669) 

.0206 .00770
Time co Capital .122 .149 

(.570) (.212)(1.56) (l.89) 

-.509.0706Ter:pcrature (xlO-l) 
(3.8,)(.244) 

.119
T~·"Jt1\!rat.ure s,1,uarec.l -.0399 · 

(3.86)
(xli)-.!) (.597) 

l.57 -2.25
.185 -.668 -3.29 -.550 -3.51 1.16 l.64 1.47 -.194

~2!. 7.03 
(42.4) (3.46) (3.15) (.319) (3.36) (2 .86)

(.US) (.181) (.662) (2.49) (.543) (2.05} 

.0110 .020 .0363 .0391 .0401 .0444
R2 .0228 .0477 .0522 .0533 .0525. .0548 

(32. 7)(36. 7) (33. 5) (62.0) (40.1) (41.2)
(F) (76.7) (82.3) (90.S) (55.5) (54.7) (40.8) 

9874Sa:aplc Size 9874 

l>ependent Variable 
.917

Mean 6.218 

2.68
Variawce 12.77 
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Table 4. 7 

Regressions of Fertility and Child Hgrtality R;itio 

on Individual and Municipality Variablrs: 

Mother's Ai!,e 45-49 111 Urban Areas 

(11l,solutc v;iluc of t :>tatbtlc rcrorteJ in p.1-rcnth~:.;:<'s) 

Child Mortality R~tio Relative to Age /,c:-!on Level
Children Ever Born . (IO; CiI) CI2)Explanatory Variables M

(1) (2.) (J} {Z,l (5) m U> M 

Individual: -.0814 -.104 .2.81-.0819-.234 -.200
Schoo.ling Yeara -.149 -.150 (15.0) (14.9) (7. !!6) (l. 99)

(10.5) (.10.6) (6 .1!2) (.546) 

.00738 .00756 .001!20 .00716 .00&92
.105 .106 .105

Age Years .107 .105 
(.634) (.656) (.712) (.622) (. 60J)

(3.56) (3.49) (3.49) (3.53) (3.52) 

th,nici l!aliti: .07 57
-.134 .108 -.0143 -.0119 .0236

-.496 -1.33 -1.08 (.504)
Hospital Beds per -.727 -.115 -.540 

(2. 77) (1.47) (1.15) (.158) (.127) (.162) 

capita (x10-J) (3.09) (.471) (2.30) (2.03) (3.51) 

-1.28 -.564 -2.23 -.977
-2.16 -4.01 -2.97 -4.90 -2.93 -1.79 -. 780 

(2.49)Clinics per capita -4.92 (3.61) (6 .99) (2.25) (7.65)
(6.46) (2.88) (9.81)

(xl0- 3) (10.46) (3.88) (8.45) (4.54) 

Fa::11 ly Pl:mning Ex- .822 .540 .322 .868 .518
1.16 .466 .247

penditures per -l -.192 1.20 .268 -.169 
(2.82) (l.90) (1.10) (2.04) (1.20)

) (.259) (1.59) (.363) (.223) (1.05) (.415) (.861)
capir.a (pc•sos xlv 

.181 .285 .313 .227 .26b 
Time to Capital in .0196 .397 .481 .130 .121 

(2. 70) (4.56) (4.93) (2. 81) (3. 2.i3) 

days (.ll4) (2.44) (2.92) (.620) (.573) 

2.00 3.48
3.40 3.05

Aver~gc T~mperature (5.20) (5.1!7) 
in Ccnt.ir,rade (xlu-1) (3.40) (l,98) . 

-.465 -. 790
-.790 -.618

Tempcrar.ure Squared (5.25) (5. 80)
(3.43) (1. 74)

(x1u-L) 

Price of l'ood (if .357
-1.40reported, in

1 
pesos (.857)

per day ,;lu-~ j (1.30) 

-.0444
-.314 -.153

If no food price (.230)
(.625) (7.65)

reported• l 

Av.;:rai;c Schoollng of -.442 
Wowcn over age 15 (8.58) 

lnteract.ic>11s of Hunici[!alir.:z: Variables 

will, lnc1l\•i.Ju.1l's Schcolin~: 
-.0108 -.0197

.252 ,183
llospital beds (:-1r3> 

~2.69) (l.90) (,299) (.534) 

.237 .0949
.223 -.0338

Clinics (xl0-3) 
(1.52) (.150) (4.21) (1.10) 

-.0803 -.0422
-.232 -,113

Family Planning (xlO-.l) 
(.434) (.825) ( .421)

(.916) 

.0265 .0254
.133 .156

Time .t.o Capital (.957) (.915)
(1.85) (2 .16) 

-.348-1 .129
Temperature (xlO ) (2.67)

(.379) 

.0773
-.0572T~rnperaturc Squared (2.57)
(. 729)(xl.:J-l) 

.975 -l.23 l.07 -2.65
2.97 -.764 1.14 1.25

Interce(!t. 7.30 3.71 2.77 -.460 
(2.29) (l.ol) (l.82) (l.98) (3.20)

(2 .12) (.355) (39. 9)
(911.1) (2 .63) (l.97) (.261) 

.0433 .0470 .0454 .0505
1/ .0162 .0276 ,0321 .0336 .0336 .0365 .0126 .0236 

(60.9) (39. 9) (3d.4) (30.7) 
(F) (44.3) (38.3) (44.7) (21!.l) (28.1) (21.9) (34.4) (32.5) 

8087
S,,:.,l'lc Size 11087 

Dci,cndcnt Voariablt! 
.9430

Mean 6.609 

2.283
15.24Variance 



Tab1.\ 4. 8 

Regress ions of Fertility anJ i.:hilJ l!orta lily lt'1t io 

on InJiviJual and Hunkipality Vari.,bles: 

Mother's ,\i;c 50-()4 in Urban Areas 
stat.1..stic reported in parcnthc:;c!';)(absolut,a v.1l11c of t 

Child Hort,ilitv Ratlo Relative to A~e/R•clcn Lc•J~l
Explan.1tory Variables Children l::wr Born 

(u) . (7) (!!) M (IGJ c.tJ ((2)
(1) (2) (.j) (7.) (5) 

_Indivit!urt!: 

-,652 -.0608 -.0621 -.u766 .0205
-.108 -.114 -.104Sci,ooling Years (17.l) (17.J) (9.41} (.211:S)(4.07) (2.22)(9. 71) (10. 2) 

.000552 -.202xl0
-4 -.00433 -.00665 -.00676 -.00657 -.00674

Age Ye.irs .00502 .000732 -.000251 (2.64)
(.0938) (.0708) (.00259) (1. 72) (2.67) (2. 7l) (2. 71)

(,643) (.0323) 

~,!!_ic lj';ility: 
-.00501 -.0476 -.0710 -.0848 -.0997

Hospital ~eJs per -.710 -.418 -.597 -.629 -.989 -.961 -.102 
(1.01) (1.16)(l.94) (.0929) (.912) (l.32)C3p.i.ta {x;l)-J) (4.35) (2.49) (3.66) (3.73) (3. 79) (3.59) 

-4.96 -3.28 -4.41 -2.84 -3.30 -1.98 -1.50 -.934 -1.22 -.937 -l.66 -1.19
Clinics per capita (10.2) (5.70) (9.08) (4.88)
(x10-J) (13.4) (7 .53) (ll.8) (5.52) (5.76) (2.59) (12.6) (6.67) 

Far.ii!)' Planning Ex- .202 .0453 -.0792 ,204 .0675
-1.09 -.117· -.421 -.151

penJiturc:;i per -.897 .144 -.480 (. 740) (.241)
capita (p..,sos xlU-2) (1.54) (.242) (.822) (l.82) ( .135) (.482) (.805) (1.05) ( .243) ( .412) 

.222 .401 .0442 .0914 -.00717 .0519 .0863 .0148 .0437
Time to Capital in -.0189 

(.161) (1.25) (2.06) (.l75) (.803)
days (.136) (1. 71) (3.06) (.262) (.538) 

1.29 1.62
Averare T"mpcrature 6.28 3,77 

(5.18) · (4.37)
in ~entigraJ.., (.:lll-l) (8.09) (3.26) 

-.314 -.379
Temp-,rature Squared -1.51 -.860 

(5.48) (4.43)
(3.22)(>.lu-:.!) (8.43) 

Pric" of Food (if -.00109
reported, in pesos -1.73 (.415)
per d,iy >.lU- 2) (2.11) 

-.0630.606If no food price (.475)(1.46)reported • l 
-.0911-.271 .,\v..:ra,.~~ Sdtoolinh of (7 .31)

Women over ag-=? 15 l6-~9J 

lnteractioPS of 1-luniciealitz Variables 
with ln<lividual's Scl.ooline: 

.0123 .OU980
.126 .0938llospital beds (;:l!J-3} (.590) (.4t>O)
(l.92) (1.41) 

.120 .0637
Clinics (xl0-3) -.288 -.261 (3.23) (1.09)

(2.49) (1.43) 

-.0382 -.0276
family Planning (xl0-2) -.135 -.213 (.567) (.397)

( .642) (.985) 

.0379 .0189.103 .134Time to Capital (.942) (.968)
(l,73) (2.24) 

-.0755
.651Temperature (xlO-l) (.863)
(2.38) 

( .0141 
-.174T"mperature Squared (.696)

(xli)-4) (2. 76) 

1.66 .008161.62 1.61 .394
Intercept 7.77 7.311 1.56 7.36 3.36 1.097.17 

(16.9) (16. 7) (1.69) (16.5) (2.58) (61.1) (11.0,) l (11.4) (1.34) (11. 6) (.0196)
(130.) 

.0334 .0364
R2 .0197 ,0228 .02116 .0237 .0300 ,0123 .0166 .0326 .0351

.0160 (80.7) (49.6) (38,6)
(F) (77. 6) (48.2) (55.8) (42.2) (34.9) (31. 7) (59.5) (40.4) (52. 2) 

14353
Sa:01•lc Size 14353 

De~rndent Variable 
,9015

Mean 6,446 

1.675
Variance 16.23 

• 



J2
Table !'>.1 

Reg, Co.JS iun5 of Fct c ility and li,lld tf..,rtalicy Ratio 

on Individual n~~ Municipality Vari~blcs: 

Mother's At~~ 15-19 in Rural Areas 

:\~s,dut,· v.1lu~ uf t stal i:.,;t ic rt•p,Hli:!J in p.,r,·nr :u~::c.:) 

Child Mortality Ratio Relative to Ase/R~~!on Level 

Explanato=y Vnriables Childrc:1 LvP.r B0rn (oJ (9j tlvJ (tl./ cm
(1) (2) (J) M m M m 

lndiv~~: 
-.0252 .0977 -.0582 -.0568 -.0241 -.115 

Schuolin,; Y;,ars -.0272 -.0236 
(3.15) (3.02) (.789) (.237)

(3.S4) (3.51) (2.01) ( .52 7) 

.194 .129 .133 .134 .132 .133 

Ai;e Years .190 .192 .194 .193 
(4 .07) (4.09) (4.04) (4.06)

(15 .l) (15.3) (15.4) (15.3) (15.5) (3.94) 

Munic :!.£311 t}:'.: 
.0268 -.0473 -.049) .308 .324 

.0264 -.0108 -.0265 -.0162 .0275 .0395 -.0487 
(.284) (1.02) (1.07)

Hospital ileds per 
( .243) (.237) (.340) (.284) (.145) ( .274) 

capl ta (xlo-J) ( .380) (.152) (.401) 

-.121 .149 -.0692 -.0733 .312 .301 
Clinics pu capita -.205 -.107 -.169 -.176 .119 .0679 (.134) (.374) (. 359) 
(x 1u- J) (.921) ( .495) (.809) (.838) (.373) (.211) (.220) (.264) (.127) 

Fa:,iil.y Pl.mnin,;. Ex- -.412 -.522 -.499 -.895 -.895
-.1111 -.210 -.207 -.306 -.307 -.559 

(1. 38) (1.38)pe.,Jltutcs pt!r -J. -.221 (.947) (1.22) (1.16) 
~aplta LP~~os KlU ) (1.27) (1.08) (1.28) (1.25) (1.23) (1.24) (1.30) 

.0477 .0455
-.0274 -.0394 -5.60 -.00425 .00409 -.00151 

Ti~~ to Capit~l in -.0198 -.0192 
(.0917) (.0912) (.032.6) (.793) (. 730)

(1.11) (1.12) (1.54) (1. 70) (2.35)
days 

-.262-.166.199 .4.15
Averabc T~~p~rn~ure (.211) (.208)

(.661) (.861)
in ~entigradc (xlu-1 ) 

.0598.0450-.0282 -.0574 (.210)Te:n;,e_~ature Squared (.250)(.409) (.526)
(xlll-.. ) 

Pr ice of Food (if .249
.107

reported, in pesos (.382)
(.427)

per day xlu-L) 
.0964

.102
If no food ;,rice (.192)

(.533)
reported• l 

-.0793
-.02311A-.:'-'"'ra:;~ !icl ♦ t:ioiinh uf (1.68)
(1. 31)\iknn..:n ov.:.- r dhC 15 

Interactin~r. of l!ur.iciealitl Variables 

vith I:1Ji·,1~1;u :l '_~ S:.;.~~coli:ig: 
-.156 -.161 

!!Ospital beds (:<1-:r3) -.0212 -.0201 (1.46) (1.50)
(.515) ( .487) 

-.165 -.l-69
-.125 -.107

Clinics (xl0-
3) 

(1.18) (1.01) (.600) (.609) 

.154 .157
.0419 .0361

Fa.uil:, Pl,,nni:-ig (xlO-i) (. 753) (. 765)
(.532) (.459) 

~-0313 -.0330
.0196

Time to Capital .0151 (1.06) (1.10)
(1.33) (1.71) 

.0676
-.0661 (.149)

Tt!tc.?.?rature (xlO-l) 
(.382) 

-.0113
.00540

,~mper~ture SqucreJ (.110)
(.138)

(xlii-") 

-1.82 -1.77 -1.tl!l -1.b:l
-2.61 .455 -1.68

lntP.rce~t -1.88 =-i.92 -2.28 -1.94 
(3.09) (1. 77) (3.17) (1.10)

(4.54) (12.3) (2.82)
(8.21) (8.51) (5.95) (8.55) 

.0166
.128 .0011 .0108 .0146 .0148 .0164 

1.2 .ill .120 .123 .121 
(4. 52) (2.74) (3.04) (2.20)

(19 .1) (.667) (3.33)
(39.1) (41.5) (25.7) (25. 3)

(F) 
1840

1840Saaple Sue 

~n,!tnt Variabie 
.4275

liean 1.452 

2.253
Variance .3716 



J3
Table ~-2

Regresaion9 of fertility and Child Mortality llatio 

on Individual and Municipality Vari.ibles: 

t-loth~r•s A1;\: 20-24 ln Rural Areu 
sc1ti;.;t!c n~·H.>rtcd in p:1n:nch,~;;cs

(~l,solut,' v.1luc u( t 

Child Mortalit):'. Ratio Relative to A5e/P.edon Lc·.·el
t,q>l.inatory Variable:1 Children Ever Burn 

(9J (IOJ Ul1 (l~J
(l) (2) 0) l~ J m M ~'> (o} 

lndividu'1l: 
-.0954 -.0935 -.0918 .0696

Schuoling Years -.109 -.104 -.110 .343 
(7. 52) (4. 72) (. 259)(7.69)

c17 .1> (11.5) (7 .81) (1. 77) 

.0247 ,0270 .0291 .0271 .0296
.289 .284 .290

A~e Y•ars .282 .284 
(1.39) (1.53) (1.65) (l. 53) (1.6d)

(21. 7) (22.2) (22.6) (22.2) (22. 7) 

H1mkic:1i!t):'.: .00670.0113 .0549 -.0388
.175 -.0803 .0150

Hospit.il ecJs p~r .149 .167 .135 .168 .0859 (.436) (. 24 7) (.0424)
(.755) (1.53) (.639) (.110) (.O.d9.G)

capira (1.1u-J) (1. 56) (1.67) (1.48) (1.84) 
.0708.219 .203 .118 

Clinirs per capita .519 .1>76 .595 .498 .620 .442 .lll .242 
(.575) (.530) (.211) (.126)

(1.52) (1.08) (.289) (.612)
(x«1-J) (1.78) (2.33) (2 .15) (1.80) 

Family Pl~nning Ex- .1110 .00523 .593 .540
-.412 -.297 -.372 .401 -.193 -.259 .0815 .216 

(l.O~)penJl.tur.es p.e-r ( .530) (.715) (.226) (.587) (.502) ( .0145) (1.18) 
capita (p~so~ xlU-L) (1.50) (1.11) (1. 42) (1.53) 

.140
.0328 -.0220 -.0167 .0200 -.0139 .134 .120 .113 .148 

(3.07)'Iime to C.1;:,ital in' (3.61) (3.30) (3.36)
(.421) (3.87)

days (1.29) (.909) ( .670) (.624) 

1.57 1.70
1.80

Aver~se Icmµ~rature .735 
(3.17) (3.09) (2.16)

(1.99)
in ~enti~rade (>.lu-1) 

-.329 -.353
-.101 -.329 (1. 96)'Iempe_fature Squared (2 .53) (2.78)
(1.18)

(>.lll--J 

Prica of Food (if -.0127
.378reported, in,resos (2. 75)
(1.13)

per day xio--) 
-.856 

If no food price -.0283 (3.28)
(.150)

rep,>rtcd w l 
-.0273 

Av~r~~~ Schooling ~f -.0491 ( .814)
(2.00)~oe~n over aGe 15 

lnte:::icti<Jl'S c,f 1-:,;nicioalit;i Variables 

~.Ji.vidL:1l 1s Sc::oolin2:, 
.0287 .0154 

1:ospital beds (xl!i-3) .0290 .00604 (.533) (.284)
(.743) (.154) 

,0542 .0677
-.00636 .00764 (.380)Clinics (xl0-3) 
(.0493) (.0593) (.305) 

-.190 -.184
-.0836 -.0835 (1.18)Family Planning (xlO-L) (1.22)
(. 738) (.741) 

-.0177 -.0176
.00158 -.000193 (.927)(.959)'Iir:le to Capital (.118) (.0141) 

-.136
-.400 (.532)Te,,perature (xlO-l) 
(2.17) 

.0276
.0859

:r""i>"rature Squared 
(2.01) 

(.466) 
(xw-i) 

-1.19 .337 -1.67
-4.77 -3.47 -5.88 .789 .249 .368 

Intercept 2.58 3.55 -3.47 
(10.0) (12.1) (8.80) (29.8) (.625) (.8il8) (1.82) (.857) (l. 81) 

(1211.) (12.2) (12.2) 
.0165 .0144 .0167

.0001 .OOJ7 .0140
.001 .0789 .102 .112 .102 .113 

(10.6) (8.20) (6. 82)
'B.2 (70.7) (63.5) (50.9) (.185) (3.46) (13.2)

(2.15) (80.2) (106.)
(F) 

5621
'621

Sa:npl~ She 

De~endent Variable 
.787

Kean 2.618 

3.47
VariADce 2.013 



J4
Table 5.3 

Rrr.r1•~~Jun~; oC r,:nllity ;tu,! Child M,'1 tal ity K.,tin 

o:\ hd1vU.i.1l •inc!. i.~ut:!ctp.1.J !:y ~·.1ri.-.~dt•!,: 

w,c!,cr's A1;<' 25-29 J.n Rur:i l Arc3s 

~JZolutc v~ll1C of t ~~-"lti.:.tlc fL""luttcJ ~.1rcnCa.::>1•)-. 

Chtld lfortal ftv l::>tio Rcl.1tivc tc, Arc/le,lon L~~el 

£,<r,J .1n;,tory Var l.1bles Children Ever Born (.;) (':I) (.i'J) c~0---\.m
(2) (jj (~ (S) lO) (7 J

(l) 

ln,Hvi,!ual: -.0905 -.0916 -.ll0 .353 
-.180 -.175 -.195 -.111 

(8.81) (8.90) (6. 81) (l.62)
Schooling Years (14. 2) (10.1) (. 42 7)(14. 7) 

-.0254 -.0244 -.02.:.1
-.0258 -.0252

.297 .297 .298 .297 .298 
(1. 71) (1.68) (1.70) (1. 64) (1. 61)

Ag2 Year:; (16. 7) (16.6) (16. 7)
(16. 3) (16.6) 

. 12 7ti.JnicieaHtr: 
-.351 -.0618 . 0214 .0283 .0541 .0829 

-.489 -.255 -.351 -.286 -.496 
(1. 69) (.629) '(,204) (.288) (. 550) ( .477) (.728)

Hospital Beds per 
(2 .01) (2. 99) (2.44) (2.39)

(4.04)
capita (xl0-3) 

-.881 -.694
.549 .402 -.0946 .0278 .0193 .0820

.570 .335 .358 (. 259) (1.85) (1.-.4)
~linics per capita .151 

(. 962) (. 702) (.297) (.0855) (.0612) 

(xlo-J) (.385) (1.45) (.885) (. 945) 

-.227 -.327 

-.413 -.577 -.597 1.59 -.0103 -.294 -.169 -.178 -.365 
(,571) (.821)

Fa~ily Pl;,nning Ex- -. 777 
(1. 20) (1. 73) (l.78) (.333) (2.17) (1.05) (.593) ( .638) (1.30) 

(2. 24)pcndlturcs per
capita (p~sos xlv-l) 

.131 .147
.148 .136 .152

-.00947 -.0435
Tke to Capital in .0589 .0642 .0176 

(1. 99) (.886) (4. 51) (4. 34) (4.68) (3 .28) (3. 55) 
(1.48) (l.71) (.456)

days 
1.85 2.51

2.181. 92 (4.34) (4 .06)
Average Temperature (2:96)(3. 77)
in Cencir,rade (;,:l0-1) 

-.571-.424-.380-.355 (4.26) (3. 99)
Temperature Squared (2.23)(2.99)
(>-id-.!) 

-.014 7Price of Food (if 
.770 (3.69)reported, in pesos 
(1.62)

per day xl0-1.) 
-.746 

If no food price .883 (3.44)
(. 341)

reported• l 
-.0251

Av~ra~c Schooling of -.136 (.895)
(4. 02)Women over age lj 

lnteract1;,,,s of Huniciealit;i:: Variables 

with lnui·,idual 's Schoolinfl: -.0210 -.0)>7
.0556 .0281 (.400) (.6' ))

llospital beds (:ctri-'.~ (.886) (.447) 

.400 .359
-.100 -.0436 

(2 .54) (2 .26)
Clinics (xl0-3) 

(.532) (.230) 

.0164 .0344
.171 .176 (.135) (.2S4)

Family Flanning (xlO-.l) 
(1.18) (1.22) 

· .00324 .00196
.0289 .385 (. 213) (.125)

Time to Capital (1. 59) (2 .05) 

-.426
• 00373 (2 .05)

Temperature (xl0-1) (.0151) 

.0941
-.0177 (l.95)

Temperature Squared (.308)
cxio--'J 

l. 73 .151 l. 75 -.914
-6.32 .922 1.61

4. 16 -3.50 -3.45 -6.08 -3.43 
(4. 30) (.255) (4 .35) (1.19)

lntercect 
(7 .17) (8. 61) (7.12) (6.93) (42. 9) (3.95)

(157 .) (7 .11) 
.0211.0170 .022 .0182

.0772 .0878 .0779 .0891 .0003 .0049 
(9.55)

r-2 .0039 .0478 
(43. 3) (.596) (5 .09) (18 .0) (14. 0) (11. 5) 

(F) (8.18) (51.9) (86.6) (59. 8) (52.4) 

6217
S,i:,.p le Size 6217 

Dc~••:idcnt Variable 
.9011

4.081Mean 
2.810

4.289Varimice 



• 

Tab.1.l5 s... 

Rei;ressions of Yertllity and ~bild Mortality Ratio 

on lnJlviJual ,m,l MunlcipJlity v.,rt.,l;lcs: 

30-34 in Rural Areas
t1uthcr 's .\ 1•.c 

:-;t..1t1•.;tic rc-~orte\: 1t, ~-,rt.!nthc~1..•s}

(.:i~~olut.~ v~dtlc •;t t 

Child t:ortality Ratia R,,btiv~ to At;e /Pc,· I on 1.cvcl
,Iv) UI) '[2)

Children tver Bnrn ~o> M
Explan.itory Vari,.bles ~j} i~} m m m

(1) (2) 

-.0102
-.0884 -.0888 -.102

Individual: 
-.175 -.186 -.357 (9.18) (9. lt!) (7 .17) (.0522)

-.185 
(6.93) (.970)

Schoolin~ Y~ars (10.l) (9.60) - . 00)11 

.335 .332 -.00449 
(.230) (.148) ( .246)-.00200 -.00291 -.00188 

.333 .337 .334 (.352) (.158)
(14 .O) (13.9)

Age Years (14.0)(13.8) (14.0) 

.0)77 -.0126 .0016:; 

H.;n!.c i~:! lit'"/: -.169 -.0751 -.0196 .OQ55 .0197 
(. 581) (.115) (.0l4d)

-.00554 (.378) (. 305)
-.0853 -.0416 -.0810 

( .815) (.363) (.303)
Hospit~l ~CJj per (.663) (.0455)
capita (-.10-J) (.685) (.326) 

-.0397 .0102 -.440 -.379
-.249 -.118 (.959)

2.16 l.91 (.03b5) (1.12)
1.06 1.12 1.18 (.894) (.411) ( .143)

Clinics per c~pita 1.07 
(1.94) (2.13) (2.24) (2.90) (2.57)

{2.00)(,.10-J) .359.100 .413
.118 .237 .205 (1.00)

Family Plannln~ Ex- -.124 -.155 -.457 -.448 
( .883) (. 783) (.380) (1.15)

-.280 .0122 (.674) (.664) (.446)
penJiturcs p~r 

(.0240) ( .250) (.313)
capita (p,·.sos xlU-~) (.553) 

.0851 .0911 .0624 .0677
.0944 (l. 7~)-.213 (2 .89) (l. 66)

-.0951 -.110 (2. 79)
Tim~ to CapiLal in -.0194 -.0248 

(l.61) (1.55) (2.91) (2.95) 
(.321) {.430) 1.47

days 1.39 
(2. 7d)

2.32 2.00 (3.74) 

Av-.?r3gc l"c"'lp,~r:1.ture (3.31) (2.02) 
-.326

in ~entir.rad~ (~iv-1) -.311 
(2.66)

-.418 -.281 (3.57)
(1.22)

1:en:,c_r-at11rc Squar£d (2.55)
(xlu-1 ) 

-.655
rrice of F0,,J (H 1.01 (l.85)
rcp~rted, in pesos (1.51)
per day ;..u-2) -.476

-.233 (2.44)
lf no food price I 

(.637)
r(.'portcd • l -.0313

(1.31)
-.102Avi.:ragi.? Schcolins of 

15 (2 •.25)Women over a~~ 

lntc:rac tic,,•:; o! 1-lunicie.,lit:z: Variables 
.0139 .0136

with l:uiv:<lu·il 's Sshooling: 
.0386 .0317 (.371!) (.371) 

llospital bcJs (:d!l-1) (.556) (.459) 

.171 .175
-.442 -.360 (1.44) (1.46) 

Clinics (xl(J-J) (1.97) (1.59) 
-.0943 -.0917

.164 .130 (.828) (. 805) 

Family Planning (xlO-.l) (. 763) (.606) 

.0174 .0177
.0669 .0890 (1.01) (1.01) 

Time to Capital (2.07) {2. 71) 
-.0727

.339 (.385)

Temperature (xlO-l) ( .957) 
.0133

-.115 (.301)
r~~p~rature Squared (1.38)
cx10-.l>• 1.12 1.13 -.163 \ii1) -di\>

-7. 77 -4.64 -7 .47 .94.0 (2. 82) (.299)
-4.64 -4.68 (52. 6) (2. 77)

Inte·rce£t +5.64 (7.56) (6.11) (5.91)
(164.) (6.03) (6.17) 

.0205 .0177 .0201
.0170

.0517 .0641 .0002 .0027 
(ll. 8) (10.l) {d.27)

.0608 (2 .53) (16. 3)
.0337 .0502 (.349)

R2 .0009 (36. 5) (30.8) (2 7. 6) 

(F} (l.64) (32.8) (49.7) 

5652
5b52.

S:mple Size 

D~erndent Variable .9272 

5.679
He>Ln 2.025

7.489
Variance 



Tab°1e ~-5 

iler,ress lona of fertility cinJ Child Hortality Ratio 

on I,1JiviJw,J JnJ Hunlcip,1Uty V.1riai,Je~: 

i.O Rural Areas
Mother':. t.,:c 35-39 

SLlt i:>tic r-:-1:?~,rt cJ 1n rarentlw: c.::,)

1.:1iJ5olute v.\lu~ uf t 

Child Mortality Ratlc° Rd,1tivc Lo Ari!/hc·':' 1c-n Level
(11T--nn

Children Ever 11,,rn (o) ~) ~Iu)
I::xpl.111 .. tory VArl.iblec t~ ~ (SJ ~l;J l7)

(3)(l) (2) 

-~lci~<l:.ia l: -.0544 -.0569 -.04)9 -. 181
-.107 -.147 -.685 (1.02)-.116 (6.28) (6. 56) (3 .49)

Schooling Years 
(_5.13) (4. 72) (4. 27) (1.49) 

. 00390 .00501 .00518
.00294 .00521

.283 .288 .283 .287 .284 
(. 341) ( .438) ( .453)

(.256) (. 455)
A.,e Yaars (9. 50) (9 .60) (9. 56)

(9.43) (9.64) 

:-!unl.cin;il it)'.: .0224 -.00734 -.00507
-.0194 ·-.0284 .0104

-.141 -.0352 .0445 -.329 -.231 
(.355) (. 0753) (.0519)

Hos?ital Beds per -.0573 (.309) (.432) (.165)
(. 822) (. 214) (.272) (1. 29) (.911)

capita (x.;.o-.1) (.347) 

-.103 -.164 -.0174 -.00265 -.0474 -.0377
. 592 .294 -.0723

Clinics p~r capita .420 .218 .595 
(.424) ( .658) (.0718) (.0109) ( .140) (.110)

(.931) (.332) (.0815)
(. 335) (. 937)

(x.10-J) (. 656) 

1.08 1.065
F...uail... P!:mnint~ EA-

.436 1.14· 1.41 .578 .571 .620 .490 

pcr.Jltures per 
- I 

.589 .497 .642 
(. 749) (1. 79) (1. 75) (2. 60) (2.53) (2. 79) (2.19) (3.50) (3. 43) 

(. 844) (1.10)
cavita {pesos xlU -) (1.00) 

.0775 .0779
.0816 .0607 .0723

.105 .0510 -.0166 -.0176 -.134 
(2.60) (2. SJ)

Time t" Capital 111 
(. 253) (.225) (1.68) (3.21) (2. 50) (2. 87)

(1.57) (.801)
day~ 

1.028 .566
3.15

nver~r,e T~m~erotur~
1 

4.33 
(2. 78) (3.19) (1.30) 

) (5.16)
in CencJ.graJ-, (;.iu 

-.239 -.124
-.506-.850 (1.22)

-re::,pc.!rat~re Squared (3 .16)
(4. 32) (1. 92)

(>. l.•-i' 

Price of Food (if -.0126 

reported, in
1 
pcsos -.644 (4 .11)

(.808)
per day ,.11r·) 

-.442 

If no food price .483 (2.60)
(1.09)

reported• l 
.0288

.0875
Ai.·-.=rn~~ Schouling of (1.35)

(1.57)
Wnmen over age 1~ 

Interactioi•s o! llunici[!alit): Variables 

vith ln:!i~ itlu.Jl' s Schoolin.,: 
.00880 .00799 

llospital beds (:::l'l-3, .146 .134 
( .243) (. z:n1

(1.54) (1.43) 

.0161 .0381
-3 .154 .347

Clinics (xlO ) 
(.471) (1.06) (.129) (.302) 

-.278 -.285
-.471 -.556

Family Plan:iing (xlO-.!) 
(1.40) (1. 65) (2.16) (2 .20) 

- .0131 -.00706
.0536 .0835

Time to Capiul (1. 50) (2. 2 7) (.956) (.500) 

.160
.731 

(.938)
Temperature (xl0-1) 

(1.65) 

-.0439
-.214 

(1.10)
Temperature Squared 

(2.05)
(xlv-.l) 

.895 .691 .770 .0655 .764 .140 
6.94 -3.68 -3.46 -8.28 -3.37 -7.55 

(1. 82) (. 227)Interceet 
(3 .15) (6.02) (3. 06) (4. 71) (56.6) (1.63) (1.83) (.124)

(167.) (3.33) 

.0103 .0120
2 .0341 .0211 .0375 .0012 .0030 .0094 .0135 

R .0003 .0161 .0201 
(2. 30) (2. 91) (9.21) (7.97) (6.06) (5. 03) 

(F) (.505) (15.9) (19.9) (20.5) (12.6) (16. 2) 

5832
5832S.i.:::ple Size 

Dc~endent Variable .9021
6.972llean 

1.570
10.87Variance 



Table 5 6 

Rei~rcBB lonR O[ Fertility and Child Mortality Rat 1o 

on lnJ1v1du;il 11r•I Hunk1p.1l1ty VarL,blc-s: 

Mother's /\i;c 40-44 in Rural Areas 

{~bsol~t~ v.1luc oft st•1tl!->tic reportcJ in p,1rc1,thc:,cs) 

Child Mortality Ratio Relative to Age/~e~ion Level
U2}

ChildrPn Ever Born 
(d) {~1 {IOi ,II,

Explanatory Variables 
(1) (i) \J)~~/ {:SJ iu} l'1 

.00159-.0599 -.0643
Individual: 

-.48<; -.0562 
(4 .59) (.OOoOi,)

-.0228 -.0196 -.0349 (5. 77) (6.15)
Schooling Years (.648) (.80)) (.804)

(_. 754) 
-.0171! -.0191 -.0193

-.0227 -.0191 
.329 .331 .334 .330 .329 

(l.92) (1.61) (l. 51) (1.62) (1.04) 
Age Yaara (8.99) (9.03)

(11.971 (9.03) (9.14) 

-.0790 -.ObO~
Kunic1Ealitv: -.0875 -.0764 -.0S07 

-.222 -.186 -.0724 -.389 -.284 -.102 
(1.42) (1.29) (.857) (1.10) (. 84 7) 

Hospital Beds per -.191 
(.394) (l. 75) (1.28) (1.72) 

capita (x10-J) (1.04) (1.17) (1.01) 
-.359 -.652 -.557

1.67 -.491 -.452 -.414 
(l. 78) (1.51)

.0161 1.74 1.62 2.11 (l.62) (1.52) (1.31)
Clinics per capita 1.85 (l.91) (l.85) (1.46) (1.80)

(2 .17) (1.86) (2.06)<xio-3> 
.597.433 .700

.622 .621
Family Planning Ex- .721 .322 .593 (1. 76) (2.12) (l.t!l)

-.123 -.576 (2.50) (2.54)
.penditures per -.236 -.197 

(. 756) (. 703) (.315) (.2.42) 

capita (p~sos xlO
_

2 ) (.3011) (.256) (.161) 
.0245 .0348 .0181 .0217 

-.327 -.197 .0357 
(1.23) (.558) (.b41)

.0661 .0447 -.0689 (1.25) (.899)
Time to Capital in (.325) (1.88)

(. 747) (. 527) (. 786) 
1.75da)"S 1.87 
(3.87)

3.65 2.55 (5.32)
Average 1"..:mpcrature (1. 83)(3.35)
in Centigrade (xl0-1) -.424 -:389

(3.68)
-.654 -.347 (5.13)

Temperature Squared 
(2.55) (1.06)

(,-.1,i- 2 ) 

-.0114
Price o( Food (if 

-1.58 (3.41)
reported, 1~ pesos (1.53)
per day xll)- ) -.611 

-l.25 (3.30) 

lf no food price (2.17)
x-eportcd • l 

-.00902
.0417 (.396)Av-.?tabl! Schooling of 

W~mcn over age 15 l.)!U.J 

!.:>_Eerac:ciuns of t-:unici~-~lit;)'. Variables 
-.00190.00120

with lnaivicu;ll 's Schoolins: 
.0976 .0876 (.0634) (,09d4) 

t:ospital beds (:i:1'1-·') (l.66) {1.47) 
.147 .U6 

-.217 -.00758 (. 983) (1.03) 
Clinics (xl0-3) (.467) (.0162) 

-.0525•. -.0397 

-.517 -.457 (,369) (,279) 

Family Planning (xl0-4) (1.17) (1.04) 
.00792 .0114 

.09311 .132 (. 363) (.516) 

Ti,:ie to Capital (1.39) (l.93) 
-.347

.625 (.182) 

Temperature (xlO-l) (1.06) 
.00111

-.187 (.024 7 

T~cperature Squared . (1.34) 

(x1a--') 1.86 -.0037
l.85 .101 

-10. 34 -5.94 -9.64 .985 1.94 
(3.77) (.167) (3.79) (.005'.

-6.04 6.00 (3.93)7 .73 (4.63) (60. 6)
Interceet (5.51) (3.89)

(152.) (3.95) (3. 94) 
.0193 .0110 .0166 

.033 .0024 .0037 .0108 
(5.19) (S.61:

.0184 .0185 .0314 .0198 (2.92) (8.46) (9 .14)
r..2 .0013 

(14.6) (15.l) (9.39) {ll. 4) (3. 78) 
(1.99) (14.6)

(F) 4664
4664

S,unrlc Shi, 

Dce,·ndcnt Variable 
.9628 

Mean 7.785 
l.455 

Vari:mce 14.16 



Re~re•sions of fertility and Child Mortality Ratio 

on In,!ividu:il m•tl Municipality Vari;:,.hles: 

ttothcr' ~ .\re 4►49 1.11 Rural Areas 

(al>solutc v:1 luc of t wtn!:istic rc!port~<l j !l p;,rl!nthcst.•s 

Child Mortal)~y Ratio ~elativc to Av,c/Peelon l.cvd
Explanatury Variables Children Ever Born [7_>____<b r~l (iu) lh) {IT)

(5) (G){l) {l) (J) (4) 

lcrliviJu.:il: 
-.0500 -.0547 -.0349 .178

Sd1ooling Yeara .00615 -.000607 .0452 -.0448 
(5.08) (5.53) (2.49) (. 935)

(.~72) (.0170) (.889) (.0649) 

Ai;<' Yeara .140 .146 .143 .146 .140 -.00729 -.00420 -.00486 -.00428 -.00475 

(3.08) (.579) (.335) (.389) (.341) (.380)
(3.08) (3.21) (3.15) (3.21) 

H.1nici12alttv_: 

-.356 -.0423 -.0332 -.0148 .OOt>lU .Ub41 .J912
Hospit.•l llcds ptr -.443 -.964 -.541 -.479 -.383
capita (,.1rJ) (1.37) (2.76) (l.66) (1.47) (.824) (1. 766) (.473) ( .343) ( .165) (.0680) (.655) (. 712) 

.436 .49)
Clinics per capita -.100 .608 .580 1.97 1.48 .0756 .0908 .132 .221

-.657 
(.274) (.322) (.482) (.801) (1.22) (1. 38)

(x 10-J) (.659) (.0983) (.611) (.580) (1. .'i2) (1.14) 

1-·:i:::i. !y Planr.ing Ex-
.245 .0692 .212 .103

p~nJiturc~ per . 2.19 1.76 2.18 1.72 2.35 2.07 .262 .265 
(. 282) (.667) (.325)capita (pc&us xlU-i) (2.49) (l.91:!) (2.48) (l.94) (2.04) {l.80) (1.07) (1.07) (1.00) 

'Ii:.,,, to C~pit,,l in -.00903 -.0165 -.00182 -.00669 +. 00272
-.0741 -.169 -.200 -.215 -.318 

(.298) (.567) (.0605) (.198) (.0777)
da.}:. (.680) (l.61) (l.83) (l. 76) (2 .51) 

2.18 2.36
Avera~c 1·~:npe.racure 5.33 4.74 
in Centi~rade (xiu-11 (4.10) (2.89) (6.07) {5.21) 

-.500 -.537
Te~pcrature Squared -l.14 -.916 

(5.90) (5.04)
(xlci-L) (3.70) (2.38) 

Price of Food (if 
-.00770

rcpC'rteJ. in,pesos -.0168 
(2.24)

per Jay xi,;-~) (1.34) 

-.352
If no fooj price -.290 

(l.84)( .419)reported• l 

-.00675Av-.:ra~1! Sch.:>oling of .297 
(.J.7j)W0m=n ov0r age 15 (J.33) 

~ tiu1·,; of Huniclp:ilitz V .. ri:'.bles 
vith !i:t.1ivicaal 's ScnuolinSi: 

.-.0305 -.033~
llo5pital bec!s (,da-3) -.0454 -.0665 

(1.06) (1.16)(.436) (.638) 

-.173 -.158-.805 -.526
Clinics (xlU-3) (1.27) (1.14)(l.63) (1.06) 

.00334 .0107-.143 -.171
Far.Hy Planning (xlO-J) (.0258) (.0829)(.305) (.364) 

-.00714 -.00362
li"'e to Capital .0471 .102 

(.449) (.220)(.818) (l. 70) 

-.187
Temp2rature (xlO

-1 ) .359 
(.999)( .531) 

.0378
'I~~pdrature Squared -.147 

(.851)
(>.l,r4) (.913) 

-4.08 1.21 -4.17 .921 1.28 1.19 --843 1.17 -1.27
Interccrt 8.02 .879 1.28 

(l.65) (.574) (1.55) (49.0) (2.18) (2.04) (1.23) (2.00) (1. 71)
(118.) (.416) {.604) 

8.2 .0021 .0084 .0055 .0129 .0065 .0166 .0004 .0005 .0073 .0180 .0081 .017~ 

(2.44} (4.48) ( .452) (. 307) (4.59) {6.85) {3.03) (4. 82)
(2~62) (5.30) (3.45) (4. 90)

<•·> 
3743Sainpt,, Size 3743 

Deeendent Variable 
.9262

Kean 8.046 

1_.261
Variance 16.51 



,l,a4.l,1,C - . -
lle11reasic,ns of ~·crtility nntl Chilu Mo~tality Ratio 

on Individual an<! Municip~lity VarL,olfes: 

Mother'~ A;:e 50-64 J n llural Areas 
(al>solute value <>ft statistic rcportcJ in p,lr'-•ntlicsl·s) 

Explanatory Variables 
(l) 

Children LVer Born 
(2) (J) (4) m {6) 

Child Mortalitv Ratio R~lativ" to A~e/P.ceion 
{"1Jm (o) (~> (lu) 

Ll'·Jc-1 
(L~J 

lndi vidu.11: 

Schooling Years 

Age Years -.0192 
(1.69) 

.140 
(5:011) 

-.0167 
(1.47) 

.124 
(4.50) 

-.0101 
(1.42) 

.127 
(2.86) 

-·.0173 
(1.52) 

-.497 
(.953) 

-.0152 
(1.34) 

.00178 
(.594) 

-.0230 
(3.16) 

.00135 
(.448) 

-.0280 
().8)) 

.00142 
( .4/3) 

. -.0321 
(2.74) 

.00128 
( .42 7) 

-.0110 
(.0796) 

.OOL>S 
(.517) 

Hunicie;iliv,: 

Hospital Beus per 
capita c~.iu-J) 

Clinics per capita 
(xlO-J) 

Family Planning Ex-
pcnditurt!~ pt!r _ 

1 

c:arlt~ (p<>sos xlU -) 

Ti~e to C~pital in 
days 

Aver3~~ Temperature 
in ~.ntigraue (xlu- 1) 

.186 
(1.01) 

l.96 
(2.66) 

1.57 
(2.33) 

-.0753 
(.386) 

1.33 
(l. 77) 

1.12 
(1.65) 

.0975 
(1.20) 

.192 
(1.04) 

1.85 
(2.52) 

1.49 
(2.21) 

.0328 
(.418) 

.276 
(l. 51) 

1.85 
(2.51) 

.785 
(1.16) 

-.0229 
(.284) 

6.64 
(7.14) 

.275 
(1.33) 

1.99 
(2.24) 

.147 
(.167) 

-.00185 
( .0219) 

.387 
(l.88) 

1.93 
(2.17) 

-.459 
(.522) 

-.101 
(1.15) 

5.35. 
(4.89) 

.0119 
(.245) 

.197 
(1.02) 

.0182 
(.103) 

.0220 
(.498) 

.193 
(.973) 

.0428 
(.238) 

.0718 
(3.34) 

.0261 
(.5)6) 

.227 
(1.17) 

.0627 
( .353) 

.0649 
(3.14) 

.0374 
(.771) 

.278 
(1.43) 

-.0857 
(.479) 

.0719 
(3.36) 

1.56 
(6.34) 

.00382 .0201 
(.0699) ( .363) 

.210 .275 
(.895) (1.16) 

.00213 -.107 
(.00917) (.460) 

.0582 .0578 
(2 .61) (2.49) 

1.45 
(4.99) 

Terupcrature Squared 
(xlu-!) 

-1.40 
(6.31) 

-1.07 
(4.08) 

-.355 
(6.06) 

-,323 
·c4.67) 

Price o( Food (if 
reported, in pesos 
per day xl\J-i) · 

-3.13 
(3.38) 

-.722 
(2.94) 

lf no fooJ price 
reported.• l 

Av..:i:a.;c Schooling of 
~OQcn over GU~ 15 

.270 
(4.15) 

-,364 
(,700) 

.00481 
(.281) 

-.228 
(1.66) 

lntc:-~ct!nri•~ of !•:t!nici~.11!:v Var!.ables 
with !ru ivi~tui 's Schcolin1: 

lks;-ital ~~ds (::1r3) -.116 
(.855) 

-.1(,4 
(1.22) 

.0328 
(.915) 

.0244 
(.684) 

Clinics 
-)

(xlO ) -.109 
(.216) 

-.00889 
(.0224) 

.0229 
(.219) 

.0246 
(.235) 

Fa.:.ily Phndng (xlO-.!) 

Ti::ie to C.:tp!t.il 

Te:peraturi! (xlO-l) 

.919 
(2.39) 

.0445 
(,997) 

1.00 
(2.62) 

.0772 
(l.67) 

,742 
(l.45) 

.0363 
(.3513) 

.00921 
(.781) 

.0491 
C.4o5) 

.0161 
(l. 32) 

.0102 
(.Oi53) 

Tc::-pt!raturc ZGuarcd 
(xl0- 4) 

-.206 
(l.68) 

-.0103 
(. 317) 

Ir.te:-ce!>t 

R.2 
(F) 

S:.::tplt.: Size 

7.30 
(156.) 

.0021 
(4.64) 

6725 

7.71 
(ll.8) 

.0051 
(5.69) 

8.04 
(12. 7) 

.0063 
(7 .11) 

1.34 
(1.19) 

.0213 
(14.6; 

8.10 
(12.7) 

.0073 
(4. 96) 

l. 74 
(l.3b) 

.0217 
(l0.6) 

.902 
(73.0) 

.0002 
(.361) 

6725 

.768 
(4 .47) 

.0019 
(2 .17) 

.833 
(4.97) 

.0034 
(3.83) 

-.621 
c2.oa) 

.0104 
(7 .06) 

.845 
(5.03) 

.0036 
(2.45) 

-. 710 
(2.10) 

.0100 
(4.62) 

De2eadent Variable 

Hean 7.lt56 .9136 

Variance 16.28 1,130 
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with decreased levels of fertility, and in the case of clinics and 

sometimes hospital beds, the partial association with the child mortality 

ratio is also negative. While these associations persist in most specifi

cations, the municipality policy variables, when taken alone, are much 

more closely related to fertility and mortality than when linear controls 

are included for the woman's schooling, age, and regional access to a major 

urban center (compare regression (3) to (1) and (9) to (7)). For example, 

the coefficient on clinics is -1.90 in the simple mortality regression 

on the three policy variables (regression (7), Table 4.4) for women age 

30-34 in urban areas, but this coefficient decreases one third to -1.32 

in regression (9). Thus, estimates of the effects of program policy variables 

are overstated unless one controls for the individual woman's education. 

More surprising is the large effect of coanunity average levels of 

female education in specifications (2) and (8). The inclusiQn of this variable re

duces substantially the coefficients on the community health policy vciriables. For 

the same urban age group, 30-34, the clinic coefficient in the child mor-

tality regression that includes the average municipality female schooling 

variable is only -.49 compared with -1.32 when the individual's schooling 

is specified. Similarly, the coefficient on the average schooling variable 

is -.22 or more than twice the magnitude of the individual schooling coeffi-

cient -.09 (compare regressions(8) and (9)). Community aggregate regres-

sions may attribute more importance to education thau seems warranted from 

the individual level data examined here; perhaps community levels of educa-

tion proxy other omitted coumunity characteristics or education benefits 

the community beyond the privately captured gain enjoyed by the individual. There 

is a long, if unsubstantiated, tradition of justifying publia subventions 

to education in terms of the positive externalities of education for 
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society as a whole. Before endorsing this interpretation it should be 

noted that there is no such result in the rural population. We are of 

the opinion that the individual information is preferable in this context. 

The greater the time required to travel from the municipality to the 

capital of its department the higher is child mortality, as anticip~ted. 

Estimates from the next specification (regression 4), which adds 

linear and quadratic temperature variables and the local price of food 

in the agricultural economy, imicate that food prices are not consistent

ly related to either fertility or mortality in urban areas. In rural 

areas, however, the price of food appears to be negatively associated 

with child mortality, suggesting that the associated income effect& are 

stronger than the price or substitution effects of food, since the rural 

1population of Colombia is largely engaged in the production of foodstuffs. 

Colombia is situated on the equator and is divided by a series of 

high mountain ranges. The resulting altitude variation maps into large 

regional temperature differences that remain relatively constant over 

the year, with two regular annual cycles of heavy rainfall. There 

are many reasons to suspect that temperature affects the healthiness of 

the environment, particularly for poor people who are less capabl~ ~f 

sheltering themselves from its effects. For example, exposure to malaria presumably 

is a greater health hazard in warmer climates where mosquitos thrive, while 

tuberculosis may be more serious in colder climates. But many other things 

vary across Colombia roughly according to temperature, and, therefore, we 

Additional evidence confirms that wages (without food) ar@ positively
related to our estimate of food prices (Appendix Table A~4J. . 

L 
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are not confident that temperature represents primarily the effect of climate 

on exposure to disease. It may also capture the effect of omitted 

regional and individual variables. But the results, whatever their final 

interpretation, are consistent across age and urban/rural samples. 

For rural women over age 25 and urban women over age 30, ~here is a 

quadratic relationship between temperature and the child mortality ratio, 

1which peaks between 22 and 24 degrees Centigrade, close to the sample mean. 

If this is a biological effect of ambient temperature on various diseases 

and health problems of childhood, it is the first we have noted in the 

literature, but other work on this topic may exist. We are not yet 

sufficiently certain of this interpretation to offer it as more than a work-

ing hypothesis for further study.
2 

Fertility is also related to a quadratic in temperature, but the 

pattern is less pronounced and vacillates in shape. For urban women age 

40 to 49, fertility peaks at 21-22° Centigrade, whereas for most of the 

rural populattion ·fertility increases until 26-28° Centigrade, which is 

one standard deviation above the sample mean. The relationship of fer

tility to temperature may be a.response to the incidence or expectation 

of child mortality. Testing of this hypothesis, however, requires 

estimates of the fertility and child mortality production functions, 

which are not possible with these data. 

i For example, for rural women 30-34, regression (10) provides the estimates 
r • 1.39 Temp -.311 Temp2 + other variables. SettinR the derivative of r 

with respect t~ T to zero to obtain a maximum, one has T • 1.39/(2*.311)
• 2.23 or 22.3 Centigrade. 
2
For example, agricultural daily wages are also strongly associated with 

mean municipality temperature, but here the maximum value of wages is 
associated with higher temperatures, 24-25° Centigrade, which is about one 
standard deviation above the average. See Table A-4 for regressions. 
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The last specifications include the interactions between the municipal 

policy variables and the mother's years of schooling, in regressions (5), 

(6), (11) and (12). In the urban areas where the policy variables fre

quently appear effective in reducing fertility and child mortality, these 

interactions are generally statistically significant and suggest that 

the programs have a greater effect in households with less educated mothers. 

For example, for urban women aged 35 to 39 in Table 4.5, the coefficients 

associated with per capita clinics and hospital beds in the child mortality 

regression (11) are negative, and the educational interactions with these two pro

grams receive positive coefficients. This suggests that the effect of a hospital 

bed on child mortality is fully three times larger (-.37) for a woman with 

no schooling compared with the effect for a woman with the average four 

years of schooling (-.10). Similarly, for the clinic variable, the effect 

for a woman with no schooling is -2.42 versus -.25 for a woman with 8 years 

of schooling. 

The educational interactions are not frequently statistically signi-

ficant for the family planning program expenditures, with the exception 

occurring among urban women age 30-34. This may be misleading, however, 

since health centers and maternity hospitals were the major public providers 

of family planning services in the urban areas before 1973, even though 

there were no specific governmental appropriations for this purpose. 

The clinic and hospital variables do evidence the positive interaction 

with education in the fertility equations for urban women over the age 

of 20. Implicit government support of family planning may, therefore, 

have also benefited primarily the less educated urban women. Interactions 
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between the time-distance and education variables are also not statisti

cally significant, except in the three oldest age groups where fertility 

is highest among highly educated women living farthest from the provincial 

capital. Thus while proximity to the capital, where important services 

may be located, is a significant determinant of child survival and fer

tility, the relationship between time-distance and these household outcomes 

appears to be generally indepandent of the level of maternal schooling. 

The final regressions (6) and (12), which include the quadratic effect 

of temperature, indicate that after age 30 in the µrban areas, the educa

tion-temperature interactions are statistically significant. However, 

these interactions are not evident among the rural population which exhi

bits the stronger temperature gradient in child mortality. The effect 

of temperature is diminished for better educated urban women, and the 

effect of temperature on child mortality is virtually eliminated in some 

age groups when the woman's education is substantially above the mean. 

For instance, consider the age group 35-39 again. The effect of shifting 

from a temperature of 20 to 15 degrees Centigrade is to lower the child 

mortality ratio by .37 if a woman has no education, but it would decline 

only .08 for a woman who has 8 years of schooling. 

These findings suggest that public health infrastructure and activities 

have their greatest effect in reducin~ child JU.rtality and fertility among 

the urban poor and uneducated. But our estimates also indicate that 

existing public health infrastructure and expenditure patterns may not 

be providing the Colombian population living in rural areas with health 
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services that reduce local child mortality or affect substantially fer

tility levels. Moreover, additional estimates (unreported) from regression 

specifications including such indicators of public health infrastructure 

as the existence of rural health posts, community water suppli~9, and pro

portions of households with modern sanitation facilities did not yield 

evidence that these variables play a significant role in reducing rural 

or urban child mortality. Nor did their inclusion significantly alter 

the results reported here for urban areas. 

5.2 Estimates of Empirical Magnitudes 

5.2.1 Schooling Effects 

The number of years of schooling the woman has completed is negatively 

related to fertility and child mortality in all urban and rural age groups 

of women, with the exception that fertility becomes positively associated 

with education among rural women over the age of 40. A year of schooling 

is associated with a reduction of .07 to ~10 in the maternal age/region 

standardized child mortality ratio among urban women age 20 to 49. For 

rural women the effect of schooling on our standardized measure of child 

mortality is only slightly less, between .05 and .10 per year completed. 

Since the proportion of children ever born that are now dead is about 

twice as large in rural areas as it is in urban areas for the same age 

group of mothers (Table 3) the absolute effect on the child mortality 

ratio of mother's receiving one more year of education is generally larger 

for rural than urban women. 
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Since mother's schooling appears to be a substitute for local public 

health services and family planning expenditures, the impact of education 

is greater in those urban areas that are least well served by the public 

health system. The average effect of a year's schooling of urban mothers 

age 35-39 is -.28 in the fertility equation and -.15 in the standardized 

child mortality equation in a municipality with the average per capita 

clinics, hospital beds and family planning expenditures (regressions 5 

and 11, Table 4.5). If these three public sector activities had not 

existed in .the municipality,our estimated effect of _schooling would have 

increased about a fifth to -.34 in the fertility equation and to -.18 

in the child mortality equation. As noted, however, the transportation 

time from the municipality to its department capital does not interact 

importantly with education. 

5.2.2 Program Effects 

Tables 6.1 through 6.4 are designed to facilitate comparisons across 

the alternative specifications in the estimated effects of the three 

local programvariables--hospital beds, clinics, and family planning ex

penditures--on the individual levels of fertility and child mortality. 

These derivatives are the respective regression coefficients in the 

linear regressions (1) and (7) with only the policy variables, and re-

gressions (3) and (9) controlled for individual schooling, age and transportation time 

to a major city. The derivatives are then evaluated 

at the mean education level in the sample based on the preferred interac

tive regressions (5) and (11), and reevaluated for women with three 

standard levels of education: none, four years and eight years. The 
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importance of the redistributive effect of these policies on the demo

graphic outcomes for different education groups is thus illustrated by 

comparing the estimated effects across the last three columns in 

Tables 6 .1 through 6 .4. 

If the allocation of public resources were dictated by the single 

goal of reducin·g child mortality at the least cost we might expect the 

derivative of child mortality with respect to clinics to be about seven 

or eight times the size of the derivative of uhild mortality with respect 

to hospital beds, since this is the ratio of their average cost, i.e., 

340,000 pesos/46 ,000 pesos = 7 .4 .• The ratio of estimated derivatives 

from Table 6.1, column (3) are larger: 13, 14, 82, 29, for the age 

groups 35 to 64 and undefined for the younger age groups when hospitals 

are essentially unrelated to child mortality. The stability and statisti-

cal significance of the coefficients on clinics in Tables 4 .1 th;irough 4 .8 

suggests that increases in clinics per capita in a municipality is 

associated with a noted reduction in urban child mortality. Thus, adding a 

clinic to an average municipality with 20,000 inhabitants is associated 

with a reduction in the child mortality ratio of the 60 percent of the 

representative municipality's population living in urban areas. For urban mothers 

age 45 to 49, their standardized child mortality ratio would be reduced 

from about .94~ to .876 (1.35*.05) or a reduction of about 7 percent. 

In absolute terms their child mortality ratio at age 45-49 would be re-

duced from .12 to .11. But the effect is likely to be nearly twice as 

large for women with no education who would start with a child mortality 

https://1.35*.05
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Table 6.1 

Derivative of Child Mortality Ratio 

with Respect to Municipality Program Variables 

Sample Composition Simple Regressions 
and Program Variable Regression with Individ- Interactive with Education Evaluated 

with Only ual Character- at Mother's 8chooiing in Yearb: 
Programs 

(1) 
istics 

(2) 
Mean 
(3) 

0 years 
(4) 

4 years 
(5) 

8 years 
(6) 

Urban Residents 
Woman's Age: 

20-24 

Hospital Beds -.104 .0294 .0349 -.0694 .0218 .113 

Clinics -.790 -.382 -.470 -1.12 -.552 .0160 

Family Planning -.575 -.312 -.257 -.394 -.274 -.155 

25-29 

Hospital Beds -.0672 .0357 .0472 .0362 .0455 .0548 

Clinics -1.39 -.769 .886 -2.25 -1.09 .0700 

Family Planning -.679 -.299 -.174 -.696 -.252 .192 

30-34 

Hospital Beds - .. 125 -.0328 .00420 -.109 -.00500 .0990 

Clinics -1.90 -1.32 -1.42 -2.78 -1.53 -.276 

Family Planning -.894 -,530 -.398 -.771 -.429 -.0862 

35-39 

Hospital Beds -.245 -.160 -~102 -.366 -.102 .163 

Clintcs - -1.77 -1.21 -1.34 -2.42 -1.34 -.252 

Family Planning -.786 -.343 -.304 -.254 -.304 -.353 

40-44 

Hospital Beds -.169 -.0963 -.0909 -.0774 -.0915 -.106 

Clinics -1.68 -1.11 -1.24 -2.54 -1.18 .172 

Family Planning -.419 -.112 -,0216 .0586 -.0250 -.109 

45-49 

Hospital Beds -.134 -.0143 -.0165 .0236 -.0196 -.0628 

Clinics -1.79 -1.28 -1.35 -2.23 -1.28 -.334 

Family Planning .247 .540 .570 .868 .547 .226 

50-64 

Hospital Beds -.102 -.0476 -.0423 -.0848 -.0356 .0136 

Clinics -1.50 -1.22 -1.25 -1.66 -1.18 -.700 

Family Planning -.151 .0453 .0721 .204 .0512 -.102 

Source: Tables 4, see text. 
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Table 6.2 

Derivative of Child Mortality Ratio 

with Respect to Municipality Program Variables 

Sample Composition 
and Program Variable 

. 
~ral Residents 

Woman's Age: 
.. · 20-24 

Hospital Beds 

Clinies 

Family Planning 

25-29 

Hospital Beds 

Clinics 

Remily Planning 

30-34 

Hospital Beds 

Clinics 

Family Planning 

35-39 

Hospital Beds 

Clinics 

Family Planning 

40-44 

Hospital Beds 

Clinics 

Family Planning 

45-49 

Hospital Beds 

Clinics 

Family Planning 

50-64 

Hospital Beds 

Clinics 

Family Planning 

Simple 
Regression 
with Only 
Programs 

(1) 

-.0803 

.111 

.0815 

-.0618 

-.0946 

-.294 

-.0196 

-.249 

.118 

-.0194 

-.103 

.578 

-.102 

-.491 

.593 

-.0423 

.0756 

.262 

.0119 

.197 

.0182 

Regressions 
with Indi•;id-
ual Character-
istics 

(2) 

.0113 

.219 

.180 

.0283 

.0193 

-.178 

.0197 

-.0397 

.205 

.0104 

-.0174 

.620 

-.0764 

-.414 

.621 

-.0148 

.132 

.245 

.0261 

.227 

.0627 

Interactive with Education Evaluated 
at Mother's ~chooiing in Year~ 

Mean 0 years 4 years 8 years 
(3) (4) (5) (6) 

.0259 -.0388 .0760 .191 

.2401 .118 .33 5 .552 

.16 5 .593 -.167 -.927 

.0378 .0829 -.0011 -.0851 

-.0222 -.881 .719 2.32 

-.192 -.227 -.161 -.0958 

.0142 -.0126 .0430 .0986 

-.110 -.440 .244 .928 

.231 .413 .0358 -.341 

.00777 -.00734 .0279 .0631 

-.0198 -.0474 .0170 .0814 

.603 1.08 -.0320 -1.14 

-.0772 -.0790 -.0742 -.0694 

-.426 -.652 -.0640 .524 

.619 .700 .490 .280 

.0376 .0842 .-378 -.160 

.172 .436 -.256 -.948 

.217 .212 .225 .239 

.0451 .00383 .135 .266 

.239 .210 .302 .393 

.0478 .00213 .147 .292 

Source: Tables 5, see text. 
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Table 6.3 

Derivative of Children Ever Born 

with Respect to Municipal~ty Program Variables 

Sample Composition 
and Program Variable 

Simple 
Regression 
with Only 
Programs 

(1) 

Regressions 
with Individ-
ual Character-
istics 

(2) 

Interactive with Education Evaluated 
at Mother's Schooling in Years: 

Mean 0 years 4 years 8 years 
(3) (4) (5) (6) 

Urban Residents 
Woman's Age 

20-24 

Hospital Beds -.476 -.274 -.631 -.444 -.607 -.770 

Clinics -.951 -.445 -.501 -1.10 -.576 -.0520 

Family Planning -.685 -.396 -.319 -.598 -.354 -.109 

25-29 

Hospital Beds -.299 -.161 -.0844 -.383 -.129 .125 

Clinics -2.28 -1.30 -1.42 -2.74 -1.62 -.492 

Family Planning -1.92 -1.37 -1.25 -1.77 -1.33 -.882 

30-34 

Hospital Beds -.510 -.311 -.263 -.425 -.276 -.127 

Clinics -3.30 -2.10 -2.18 -3.48 -2.29 -1.10 

Fa.aily Planning -2.37 -1.65 -l.42 -2.88 -1.54 -.200 

35-39 

Hospital Beds -.641 -.420 -.326 -.726 -.326 .0740 

Clinics -4.52 -3.28 -3.37 -4.63 -3.37 -2.12 

Family Planning -1.84 -. 820 -.718 -1.15 -.718 -.286 

40-44 

Hospital Beds -.659 -.483 -.450 -.695 -.440 -.185 

Clinics -4.83 -3.65 -3.64 -3.95 -3.62 -3.30 

Family Planning -2.60 -1.79 -1.66 -1.96 -1.64 -l.33 

45-49 

Hospital Beds -. 727 -.540 -.394 -1.33 -.322 .686 

Clinics -4.92 -4.01 -4 ~07 -4.90 -4.01 -3.12 

Family Planning -.192 .268 .298 1.16 .232 -.696 

50-64 

Hospital Beds -.710 -.597 -.554 -.989 -.485 .0190 

Clinics -4.96 -4.41 -4.29 -3.30 -4.45 -5.60 

Family Planning -.897 -.480 -.583 -.117 -.657 -1.20 

Source: Tables 4, see text. 
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Table 6.4 

Derivative of Children Ever Hnrn 

vith Respect to Municipality Program Variables 

Sample Composition Sim?le 
and Program Variable Regression 

vith Only 
Programs 

(1) 

Rural Residents 
Woman's Age: 

20-24 

Hospital Beds .149 

Clinics .519 

Family Planning -.412 

25-29 

Hospital Beds -.489 

Clinics .151 

Family Planning -.777 

30-34 

Hospital Beds -.0853 

Clinics 1.07 

Family Planning -.280 

35-39 

Hospital Beds -.0573 

Clinics .420 

Family Planning .589 

40-44 

Hospital Beds -.191 

Clinics 1.85 

Family Planning -.236 

45-49 

Hospital Beds -.443 

Clinics -.657 

Family Planning 2.19 

50-64 

Hospital Beds .186 

Clinics 1.96 

Family Planning 1.57 

Regressions 
with Individ
ual Character
istics 

(2) 

.135 

.595 

-.372 

-.351 

.335 

-.577 

-.0810 

1.12 

-.124 

-.0352 

.595 

.642 

-.186 

1.74 

-.123 

-.541 

.608 

2.18 

.192 

1.85 

1.49 

Interactive with Education Evaluated 
at Mother's Schnoling in Years: 

Mean 
(3) 

.151 

.606 

-.381 

-.377 

.334 

1.96 

-.0946 

1.31 

-.141 

-.0783 

.558 

.331 

-.239 

1. 78 

-.0731 

-.452 

.739 

.2.13 

.129 

1.85 

1.30 

0 years 
(4) 

.0859 

•• 620 

-.193 

-~496 

.549 

1.59 

-.169 

2.16 

-.457 

-.329 

.294 

1.14 

-.389 

2.11 

.721 

-.383 

1.97 

2.35 

.275 

1.99 

.147 

4 years 
(5) 

8 years 
(6) 

.202 

.595 

-.527 

.318 

.569 

-.862 

-.274 

.149 

2.27 

-.0512 

-.251 

2.96 

-.0146 

.392 

.199 

.140 

-1.38 

.855 

.255 

.910 

-.744 

.839 

1.53 

-2.63 

.00140 

1.24 

-1.35 

.392 

.374 

-3.42 

-.565 

-1.25 

1.78 

-.746 

-4.47 

1.21 

-.189 

1.55 

3.82 

-.653 

1.12 

7.50 

Source: Table 5, see text. 
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ratio of .155 and decline to .135,whereas women with eight years of educa

tion would experience a smaller than average decline, from .062 to .060. 

Hospitals would have a much smaller effect on child mortality for their 

cost 1 and less often redistribute benefits to the less educated. 

Family planning expenditures may have a small effect on child mor

tality among younger urban women, those whose children could have most 

benefited from the recent program. But the costs have also been low, 

perhaps only 3 pesos (1974) per capita. It may be the case that family planning 

has improved the chances of child survival through their more distinct effect of r~

ducing fertility; however, estimates of the health production func-

tion would be required to establish firmly the linkage. 

The time required to go from the cabeceras or administrative center 

of the municipality to the department capital,which is likely to be the closest 

location of a specialized hospita~ may also be an important policy instrument 

with many effects on the development process. For the urban population this 

variable enters strongly as a correlate of the child mortality ratio, and 

is also associated with a slightly elevated child mortality ratio among all 

but the oldest rural women, age 20 to 49. Urban residents are on 

average only 1.7 hours removed from their department capital, whereas 

the rural population is 7.2 hours away from these metropolitan centers 

(Table 3)~ This five-hour difference explains some of the spread in 

rural-urban child mortality ratios and suggests the need for study in 

greater depth to determine the costs of transportation infrastructure 

and the resulting benefits of iinp~cved access to and delivery of rural 

health care. 
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The variation in fertility among urban women is much better ex

plained by policy variables than is variation in the child mortality ratio. 

Among urban women from age 20 to 64, fertility is lower in muni

cipalities with more clinics or health centers on a per capita basis. 

For example, among women age 35-39, the sample average supply of clinics 

Had no localis associated with a mother having on average 5.4 births. 

clinic been available, the regression estimates imply she would have had 5.7 births 

(i.e., 104*-3.37 • -.35 from Tables 3 and 6.3). The effect of clinics is twice as 

large for mothers with no formal schooling, -.48 births, as for mothers who had 

completed eight years of schooling, -.22. The inverse association between 

fertility and the local availability of hospital beds is about one-tenth 

age 30 to 64. If our costthe magnitude of that with clinics for women 

estima.tes are relatively accurate and thus the public costs of a hospital 

bed is one-seventh that of a clinic, then clinics are a more cost-effec-

tive means of helping Colombians reauce their fertility than are hospitals. 

Of course, both institutions perform many functions in addition to family 

planning and child health care, complicating the task of arriving at any unambi

guous overall ranking. 

The third policy instrument, direct expenditures on family planning, 

is also inversely associated with the fertility of urban mothers from age 20 to 44. 

Given the recent establishment of these programs, it was not expected 

that this program could have exerted any direct effect on the cumulative 

fertility of women 45 years old and older in 1973, since these women 

gave birth to their children, for the most part, before the inception 

of the family planning program. The association between the program's 

https://104*-3.37
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expenditures and fertility of 35-39 year old urban mothers is that of 

an average reduction of about .04 births(.058 x -.72 • .042). However, 

it should be recalled that direct expenditures on family planning amounted 

to only about 3 or 4 pesos per capita in 1973. In comparison, 12 pesos 

per capita were spent to maintain health clinics, and 90 pesos per capita were spent 

on the public hospi~al system. Although these effects of the entire 

health system a~e not trivial, they sum to only about a reduction of 

only .47 births for women 35-39 who have on average had 5.37 births at 

the time of the Census in 1973. 

Finally, as we have stressed, among the rural population, the urban

oriented health institutions and family planning programs do not have any 

apparent effect on cumulative fertility up to 1973. Indeed, the sign of the coefficie1 

on the clinic variable is positive in four out of the eight age groups. 

5.3 Interpreting the Effects of Schooling on Fertility and Mortality 

The estimates of the fertility and mortality equations suggest 

that in the urban populations of Colombia, where health programs do appear 

to affect significantly child survival and fertility, it is the less edu

cated who benefit most from such programs. What insights do these results 

provide in identifying the principal roles of education and the health 

programs in reducing child mortality and family size? The estimates clearly 

reject the hypothesis that the most important role of schooling is in 

augmenting family resources, which then allows themoreeducated to better 

take advantage of health service subsidies, 
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(hypothests B.3 of Table 1). The joint hypothesis (B.2) that 

programs subsidize inputs about which the more educated can acquire informa-

tion at lower cost than the less educated is also rejected. Moreover, 

results reported in Schultz (1980) based on samples restricted to Colom

bian mothers with husbands present indicate that the estimated relation

ship between education and fertility and child mortality controlling for 

husband's income or education are similar to those obtained here; income 

effects related to assortative mating cannot be the sole reason for the 

strong inverse association between maternal education, child mortality 

1
and family size. 

The positive signs of the estimated interaction effects between health 

program facilities and mother's education are, however, consistent with 

two of the hypothesized education-function and program-mechanism combina

tions summarized in Table 1, namely A.2 and B.4. The first of these (A.2), 

which assumes that the chief role of both education and the health programs 

is informational, predicts that the effects of programs on child mortality 

and fertility would be larger for less educated mothers. Because both 

education and health programs lower the iuiplicit costs of bbtaining informa

tion about the underlying health technology, leading to more efficient 

use of resources in producing health, these two variables are partially 

substitutes for one another. Schooling is, thus, less beneficial where 

·Tab.ulations of these findings are in Schultz (1980) Tables A-1 through 
A-12 and regressions in Table C-1 and C-2 The effect on sample size 
of various restrictions on the working sample, such as marital status, 
positive fertility, husband present, are reported in Table D-1 of the 
same paper. 

1
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program activities are at a high level; conversely, programs which chiefly 

provide information are less effective when parents have already acquired 

much of this information. 

The hypothesis B.4 predicts that if the main function of health 

programs is to reduce the monetary cost of health services and inputs to 

users by direct subsidy, a mother with less education also stands to 

benefit more, because the unsubsidized time costs she incurs to use the 

health program inputs are relatively less important to her. For the more 

educated woman, whose time value is larger, the input subsidy of the 

health program will apply to a smaller fraction of her total health 

production costs. Moreover, demand for public sector health facilities 

and services may also be governed by waiting time (queuing) when monetary 

prices are administratively fixed at low levels, discouraging further 

the use of public facilities by the more educated mother. 

Another aspect of the empirical results rejects this second hypothesis, 

however. If the value of time of mothers is increased by education, 

the more educated mothers should be more deterred than the less educated 

by long-distance, time-consuming trips to obtain health services in a 

neighboring metropolitan area. But in fact we find no significant inter

action effects involving time-to-capital and mother's education variables. 

Though proximity to metropolitan health services or time costs are virtually 

always an important determinant of child mortality, these effects do not 

vary substantially for mothers of different education levels. 

Our findings thus do not permit us to infer precisely how subsidized 
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provision of health and family planning services affects child health 

and fertility; only the informational aspect of such services are clearly 

detected by the analysis. One reason may be that our measures of health 

service availability include both public and private sou~ces, as recorded 

in the national health registry. Since public institutions are more high

ly subsidized than the private, discriminating between the effects of 

public and private facilities in future work may enable us to evaluate more 

precisely the importance of benefits arising from subsidies to health input 

use and the redistributional consequences of these input subsidies. 

6. Conclusion and Summary 

, In this paper we merged information on socioeconomic and climatic

geographic characteristics and on the public health facilities of approximately 

900 municipalities with a four percent sample of individual-household 

records from the 1973 Colombian Population Census. Estimated relation-

ships are reported between the cumulative fertility and child mortality 

ratio of mothers and their education and age and the characteristics 

of the communities in which they reside within five-year age groups in 

rural and urban areas. The statistical patterns shown in Tables 4 and 5 

are sufficiently consistent across age and regional samples to warrant 

several conclusions. As others have widely found, the education of 

mothers is strongly inversely correlated with their own child mortality
\ 

ratio and fertility. The reason for this correlation is partially clarified 

by the interactions observed between the mother's schooling and the communi

ty's health inputs. These suggest that urban public health activities are 

substitutes for the health care knowledge and 
I 

the management capacity that an 
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educated mother brings to her family. As a consequence it is in families 

with less educated mothers where health and fertility are evidently affect

ed most by health and family planning activities. Clinics also appear a 

somewhat more cost-effective investment in reducing child mortality 

and fertility than hospitals. 

Few leads emerge from our findings for the design of improved health 

priorities in the rural sector, however. Among the rural population there 

are no strong effects of the regional allocation'of health institutions 

and expenditures. Only maternal education, transportation infrastructure, 

and a quadratic effect of temperature are consistently associated with 

variation in the much higher levels of child mortality among the rural 

poulation of Colombia. The weakness of the rural program effects may 

in part be due to the great dispersion in these activities in rural areas; 

more intensive investigations of the role of rural, programs are needed. 

The power of merged micro and community level information to illu

minate the important channels through which education and health and family 

planning programs affect family size and child survival depends on the 

use of a consistent conceptual and statistical framework. The outlines 

of such a framework are stated in this paper. We emphasized the estimation 

of "reduced form" or unconditional demand/production equations, because 

of the limitations of our data. More insights into the interrelationships 

between education, household decisions, health programs and child survival 

and fertility can be obtained from the estimation of the household health 

production technology. The estimated form of the equations presented in 
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this paper combines the unobserved demand parameters and parameters 

describing these production technologies; this "reduced form" specification yields1 

nonetheless, measures of average policy effectiveness, the distributional 

consequences of health programs and the effects of education that can help 

resolve outstanding controversies in the field of health and development. 
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Table A-1 

Distribution of Health Institutions, 

by Type and Public/Private Operation, 1976 

Hospitals Health Centers Clinics and Health Mobile 
Out Patient In and Out Dispensaries Posts Care 

Services Patient Units 
Services 

Total Number 
of Units 671 142 537 657 1505 27 

Government 516 122 529 526 1504 27 

Private 155 20 8 131 1 0 

Source: DANE, 1976, R$istro de Organismos de Salud, Bogota, 1977, Table 1, p. 7. 
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Table A-2 

Distribution of Health Units and Available Beds 

by Source of Financial Support, 1976 

Total 

Government: 

Ministry of Health 

Social Security (ICSS) 

National Provision Fund 

Other Funds (Cajas) 

(CAJANAL) 

Agency for the Poor (FFAA) 

Others 

Private: 

Cash Payment by Families 

Other 

Number of 
Organizational 

Units 

3539 

3226 

2732 

271 

1 

102 

52 

68 

22 

291 

Number of 
Beds 

Available 

45334 

37391 

31631 

3817 

208 

0 

1287 

448 

0 

7943 

Source: DANE, 1976, Registro de Organismos de Salud, Bogota, 1977, 
Table 2, pp. 7-8. 
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Table A- 3 

Regression of Average Child Mortality Ratio of Mothers 

by Single Year of Age on a Fifth Degree Polynomial 

in Mother's Age, within Urban and Rural Areas 

Region of ResidenceExplanatory Variable Urban Rural 

Intercept .5520 1.089 
(2.58) (3.98) 

Age of Mother -.06398 -.1477 
(2.05) (3.66) 

Age2 
.003019 .008123 

(1.73) (3.56) 

3 -5Age -6.664xl0 -2.105x10-4 

(1.42) (3.40) 

Age4 7.192xl0-7 2.642xl0-6 

(1.18) (3.27) 

-9 -8Age5 2.993x10 -1.289x10 
(.98) (3.16) 

.9697 • 9732 

Sample Size 49 49 
(Single Year Aggregates-.-Ages 

16 to 65) 

Durbur Watson-Statistic 1.89 2.29 

Note: Standardized child mortality ratio is defined as the actual ratio divided by 
the predicted ratio obtained from the above fitted values for the mothers age 
and its powers. 
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Table A-4 

Municipal A~d C".ultural Daily Wage Regre:::aicn for :Rural \i'otlen in 1976 

(1) (2)lr.d:iv!du~l ~ai:iah_les for Wom.'n 2·.,£rl 20-49: 

.274 .376Educational Attainment (ycHs) 
(7 .81} (14.3) 
.0020 -.0056Ar,e (yeus.) 
(.23) (.87) 

Municip~!ity Variables 

Tet1perature {centigrade/10.) 60.7 33.3 
(45.5) (32. 8) 
-12.8 -6.69Te.nperature Squared 
(40.8) (28. 2) 

Travel Tim~ to Depc:.rtment Capital (days) -.534 -1.32 
(5.57) (16.8) 

1.47Food Price (per day of wrk) 
(154.) 
18.9No Food Price Reported 
(35.6) 

8.59 -13.2Intercept 
31,728 :u,728

N2 .1041 .4983R 

*rnc daily wa~c for agriculturd. labor is :-cpo:-ted quarterly in 
pesos to tl:e data bank of DAHE. Wha-:-e '-agu; .'ire not reported fer all 
four quartt:.rs in a xr.unicifality, those -i;:anicl.p.31.i.tiez th.it report 
cc~plete data are cs~d to obtain a prcdict1oa equ3ticn to i~p~te 
a value to the ciss~.ng c;carters. Wa.ges 't"efr::- to thos,. ~,..< ..t ~d.d-,,->....t 

daily fcoJ provisio:1~. When no v.:.r,e is r.:?portcd for a rn,.miclpali ty 
in 1976, a :icighbo:::ing mun:1.cipality \:.Jge iE substituted ._,i1ich is 
i;nst closely related by transport2.U.on ro-:..'.!'."c~ £uch aa a major rcisd. 
Th~ ~ean of thia adjusted wage is 60.5 pe~os rer lsy. lf all of the 
missing quarterly ci~ta on wages -were sir::1ply sec to zer,:,, under the 
extreme &ssunption that no erapl(.l)'t.ient opportunities exlst~d in the~e 
municipalities du~ing thcce Gu~rtcrs, then the snv.ple mc~n unadjust~d 
wage is 59.2 resos p~r day. In 1.14 p~rcenl o! the individu~l observa
tions no information is available on local f~cd prices. In those regions 
rcport!.ng the difference bEt\,een wa?,es with and without the provision of 
food, the individu:11 mean daily food pro•,isiona arc valued at 23.6 pesos, 
or :tbout 39 percent of the adji;sted daily a,,_dcultur3.] wage. In those 
reg,!ong 1.ithout a "price" of food, a food du~y variablt.: i!l set to one, 
and the food "price" variable is ~ero. 

https://rcport!.ng
https://transport2.U.on
https://ciss~.ng
https://quartt:.rs
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